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3. Introduction
Dear readers,
We are happy to send you the link to the twelfth edition of the
ME Global Chronicle from August 2015. First, we would like to thank the English
patient Jo Best. She has created a Facebook page on which anyone can add
articles or links to articles that they think might be interesting for a following
edition of the ME Global Chronicle: http://on.fb.me/1MiCKpu.
You can add articles/links/ideas according to category. Hopefully, this will be an
important step towards this magazine’s goal: to connect the entire community
and collect all research in order to make a fist for worldwide recognition, and to
collect substantial funds for research.
Not in the least due to the relentless efforts of Katharina Voss, Regina Clos,
Dr. Nigel Speight and the Save4Children Fund, young German severe-ME
patient Joanne has been released from the hospital where she was ‘treated’ by
psychiatrists and is home again, her mother being given back her parental rights.
Thus the editors have decided future donations to the fund will be utilized to try
and set free the Danish Karina Hansen, in coordination with the Danish MEcommunity.
In this edition you will find three book reviews, amongst which a German review
of a very important book by Katharina Voss that was recently published. If you
speak German, do not hesitate to purchase this book, it will enlighten you with
substantial background information about ME. Another interesting read is written
by Mr. Severe ME, Greg Crowhurst: Severe ME: Notes or Carers.
We have great news from Linda Tannenbaum. OMI/OMF received a check of
half a million dollars for its Severely Ill Big Data study, of which we are
publishing an extract in this issue. The timing of the donation was especially
awesome – a day before 8th August, Severe ME-day! This great example should
be followed, for instance by governments. Another piece of great news comes
from the Dutch citizen initiative and similar initiatives by ME Action, who are
in contact with the Dutch initiative group.
In short, this issue is filled to the brim with interesting information. Please, select
the article of your interest in the index, click on it and it will appear on your screen.
If you click underneath the page, you will return to the index. The deadline for the
thirteenth edition is a bit earlier than usual, on 1 October. However, you can send
in your articles already via http://on.fb.me/1MiCKpu. Would you like to support
our team or become an editor? Please send an email to info@let-me.be and we
will contact you. We wish you fun reading this magazine and looking at its lovely
layout.

The editors
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4. Grassroot
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Cartoon Djanko
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Virus Hunters Turn to
Social Media -- and
Chili Peppers
Why were two of the world's most eminent scientific
researchers sitting down to munch their way through a plate of chili peppers,
flavored with Tabasco sauce, setting their mouths on fire?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jxwGSgXlJnE
Why indeed? They did so recently as a charity fundraising stunt, like the Ice Bucket Challenge that has
raised awareness and more than $220 million in
donations to support the fight against Amyotrophic
Lateral Sclerosis (ALS), also known as Lou Gehrig's
disease. The scientific sleuths did it because they're
involved in critical research into one of the most awful
and least understood of the so-called invisible
diseases, Myalgic Encephalomyelitis (ME), also known
as Chronic Fatigue Syndrome.
They did it, too, because the government, though the National Institutes of Health,
has failed the researchers and those who suffer from this debilitating disease. Out
of its $30 billion-plus budget, NIH spends a paltry, insulting $5 million, on ME,
which affects 1 million people in the United States. In my view, that's a national
disgrace.
The chili pepper-eaters at the event, perform as though they were in a "Saturday
Night Live" skit. But they aren't actors. They are Drs. Ian Lipkin and Mady
Hornig of the Center for Infection and Immunity at Columbia University's
Mailman School of Public Health, and you can find them enduring jalapeno hell
on social media.
Together Drs. Lipkin and Hornig are working to find a
cure for ME, and they are also key players in our national
defense against infectious disease. For example, when
Ebola appeared out of control in West Africa, the
government turned to Dr. Lipkin. His work on West Nile
Virus and Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) is
globally recognized and has brought him many awards. The media calls him "the
world's top virus hunter."
Yet for the work close to his heart, work to find a diagnosis and then a cure for
ME, the government has found no money. So Drs. Lipkin and Hornig have turned
to crowd-sourcing to fund their research efforts.
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Inspired by the Ice Bucket Challenge, four women who suffer from ME came
together to give the Columbia team a shove. The result was the July 1 Chili Pepper
Challenge, which was aimed at social media. Their hope is that the challenge will
be a social media phenomenon, and that thousands take it up.
The Chili Pepper Challenge works like this: People make a video of themselves
eating the hottest chili pepper they can, post it on Facebook, YouTube, Instagram
or other social media sites, and then challenge friends to do the same within 24
hours or make a donation to ME. Many will do both.
As someone who has been writing about the way government spends money for
more than 40 years, to me the Chili Pepper Challenge is noble - and I hope there's
great gain in awareness and funding for ME research for all the chili-pepper eaters'
mouth pain -- and ineffably sad. Is this what we've come down to in funding for
medical research? The government has money for many expensive things, but not
for two of our greatest scientists to do vital work.
Part of the problem is the disease itself. If you're struck down with ME, you're
probably afflicted for life. Very few sufferers, like best-selling author Laura
Hillenbrand, manage to be productive.
But for most it is a solitary life sentence of sickness with varying torments, from
acute muscular pain and dysphasia to intolerance of light or sound. Exercise
triggers collapse. Suicide is common. I'm told that one woman who spearheaded
an earlier effort to crowd-source funds for Dr. Lipkin - most research efforts are
privately funded -- subsequently took her life. I've been writing about this dreadful
disease for five years, and I get letters frequently from women -- the
preponderance of patients -- who tell me they pray each night for death.
The first problem for doctors treating the disease - and it's not taught in most
medical schools - is that there's no easy test, known as a biological marker.
Doctors rely on what they call "waste basket" analysis; if it's not anything else,
then it may be ME.
Yet progress is being made on the disease -- infinitesimal, but progress
nonetheless. Earlier this year, Drs. Lipkin and Hornig published a seminal finding
that they'd been able to identify patterns of change in the immune systems of
patients. This is a step toward early detection of the disease, and an indication
these top virus hunters are closing on their prey.
Maybe it'll take generations, but there can be progress
if there is research. But research is expensive. So I hope
to see you suffering on Facebook or YouTube as you
ingest a chili pepper too far.

Llewellyn King
Source: http://huff.to/1IN0L6V
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Forgotten Plague
We're finally making strides in getting much closer
to the film launch. We will start with theatrical and
community screenings via Tugg, about which we're
happy to be able to announce further details this
week!
In the meantime, we're also planning the DVD/BluRay/streaming VOD release of Forgotten Plague.
We're very interested to get a sense of how everyone prefers to watch movies and
a few questions about what interested you in Forgotten Plague. We want to put
our time and resources into the best methods to get Forgotten Plague out to the
greatest number of people possible.
If you could, please take a few minutes to fill out this survey! Thank you!!
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/V6J9738

In case you missed it, here is our fist trailer for
Forgotten Plague:
Forgotten Plague is the story of an afflicted
journalist who embarks on a journey to find
out why the CDC and medical system have
neglected his disease, leaving millions
sidelined from life.
The film tells the great under-reported medical story of our times. With threads
detailing the politics, science, history, and deep human suffering associated with
the disease, the film strives to give a panoramic picture of ME/CFS.
https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=VsQcmKT3zSo

http://mecfsdocumentary.com/fundraising/
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Quotes

.

“Fatigue is what we experience, but it is what a match is to an atomic bomb.”

Laura Hillenbrand, author of Seabiscuit and Unbroken
(NYT, “An Author Escapes From Chronic Fatigue Syndrome”, February 4, 2011)

Jeannette Burmeister
Taken from Thoughts about ME,
http://thoughtsaboutme.com/quotes/
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What M.E?

.

In the last few weeks I have seen the best and the worst
of what we are capable of. The worst was on a beach in
Tunisia and those who died at the trigger of an Islamic
Extremist gunman. This is only the beginning of this story
from the country that seeded the Arab Spring. Tunisia and
Europe will struggle to come to terms with the consequences of summer of 2015
and the biggest problems may have already begun.
Any country that relies on tourists spending money for a significant part of its GPD
is going to hurt as this cash tap is turned off. The financial pain that Tunisia will
feel will be very easily harnessed by those who have no desire to encourage the
West back with their flabby white bodies to its turquoise seas and sandy beaches.
Maybe this is part of the terrorist plan? As ever social media will have its dark,
digital hand in all this.
Yet something else has kept my hope alive and well.
Two weeks ago I went to see a 38 year old woman called Naomi at her home to
interview her for my BBC radio programme. I don’t like doing what are known as
a ‘pre-rec’ after a three hour live programme. I always feel ‘flat’ and feel I lack
the ‘spark’ a live show and red ‘ON Air’ light gives me. After this interview I will
never be so pathetic again.
Naomi has lived with M E, Myalgic Encephalopathy, for 25 years of her life. She
went from being a bright, vibrant young girl to seriously ill in a matter of weeks.
Now Naomi is barely able to get up from her bed for 20 minutes a day because
of a virus and how her body reacted to it. When I knocked on the door to interview
Naomi I knew little about M E. other than its dodgy reputation and the questions
about whether it was actually a real illness.
When I left Naomi’s parents home where she lives, having spoken to her, her
mother and brother for an hour I cried.
I played the recorded interview out on my radio programme, put the video of
Naomi’s story up on social media, lovingly made by her brother Tom, and thought
that was it. I was wrong.
I am not a big fan of social media. It seems to be little more than a platform of
inanity and fantasy. At its worst it is a vehicle of anger, hatred and allows those
who delight at taking offense at anything to hide behind their made up names and
say hurtful, stupid and ill-informed things without real consequence or
responsibility.
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This is not to be confused with free speech. Free speech is saying what you feel
or believe and having the courage to be seen standing up to say it. At its very
worst social media is full of narcissists and the delusional with a worrying need
‘followers’ or ‘friends’, a mob of cowardly, unidentifiable cockwombles hiding,
carping and hating.
Social media can also be a huge force for good; a force for
change and it can give voice to those who don’t have one.
Naomi’s story on the radio and Naomi’s video story has
revealed thousands like her who are suffering, thanks to social
media.
I never knew how big a problem M E is. It is only through
Naomi’s courage in giving what little energy she had in telling
her story and allowing me to share her story that others now have a voice too.
Thanks to Naomi others can get help and have hope. This includes my own
stepsister who I never knew has M E until this week.
I will now do more to help others with this condition. M E is dreadful, debilitating
illness that when it takes hold it never lets go. For Naomi, for all those living with
chronic pain and M E, I will do more while I can. I will also use social media too
because I can finally see what it can do rather than what it seems all too capable
of doing now.

John Darvall
Source: http://johndarvallblog.com/2015/07/11/what-m-e/
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Because It’s Time We Became
The Strength Of Our True
Numbers.
Join an international network of
Myalgic Encephalomyelitis patients and
advocates empowering each other to
fight for health equality.
I wanted to share news about a new
platform currently under development,
one with a set of tools that will make it
easier for advocates from around the
world to meet, collaborate, and join
campaigns to promote equal access to
healthcare, science, and basic human
dignity for patients living with ME.
It's called The #MEAction Network. We're not an advocacy organization. Rather,
we aim to empower a grassroots movement with tools and resources that help
advocates do what they are already doing, better.
Sign up here: http://meactionnetwork.org/
Follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/MEActNet
Like us on Facebook: http://facebook.com/MEActNet
We're in a moment of highest attention
and media coverage of ME/CFS since
XMRV and despite the content of the
IOM report, old, destructive and wholly
inaccurate media images of our disease
continue to circulate widely.
Let's make it easy for journalists to find more accurate images. Let's have a central
place to point editors and producers to when they make a mistake either selecting
subjects for a news segment or use an unfortunate stock photo in a written piece,
so they can do better next time.
Submit to your photos and video to this new photo pool:
https://www.flickr.com/groups/meaction/pool/
#MEAction
Jennifer Brea
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Goal Setting While Pacing
It’s well known that pacing is the key
to
managing
ME/CFS,
but
sometimes it’s difficult to know how
to improve your level of functioning
over time without overextending
your abilities.
http://bit.ly/1OWU5TR
For Elena, progress was made
through setting specific, realistic
targets and keeping records of both
her activity and her symptoms.
http://bit.ly/1KVXDoJ
Elena was functioning at about 25%
in 2008. She is now functioning at
80%, a change she puts down to her
use of goal setting and logging.
Keeping a record of how her various activities affected her symptoms was vital,
as it allowed Elena to see how much she could manage without it having an
adverse effect on her health.
Once she knew her baseline, she was able to attempt small increases—and while
these were not always successful, they provided her with more understanding of
how to slowly raise her capacity over time.
You can read more about Elena’s successes at CFIDS & Fibromyalgia Self-Help.
http://bit.ly/1KVXDoJ

Tara Calaby
Source: Emerge Australia Newsletter, http://bit.ly/1MXRzhV
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In Memoriam
Dr. Terry Mitchell, a leading ME/CFS specialist in the UK, died at home on Friday
3 July 2015 after a long battle with debilitating illness.
Dr Mitchell was the Consultant clinical lead of the Norfolk, Suffolk and
Cambridgeshire NHS ME/CFS Service until 2008 and thereafter ran the
Peterborough ME/CFS Service until his retirement in 2011.
Under sometimes difficult circumstances, he cared for thousands of patients
throughout his career with great compassion and humanity. He also quietly acted
as an advocate for ME sufferers in local, national and international fora.
Dr Mitchell personally endorsed and ensured distribution of the Carruthers et al
Criteria (2003) and Overview (2005) documents to all referring clinicians in his
NHS practice areas.
He subsequently went on to co-author the International Consensus Criteria (2011)
and Clinical Primer (2012) along with Dr. Bruce Carruthers and colleagues. He
was a critic of the UK's National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE)
clinical guideline 53 for 'CFS/ME' patients.
Dr. Mitchell will be greatly missed by many former patients, colleagues and
friends as well as by family. He was a true humanitarian.
Thanks to Kevin Short for this article
www.facebook.com/groups/MEMemorial/
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Canary in a Coalmine
Dear Canary Community,
Yay!! This September CANARY is heading to IFP Independent
Film Week at the Lincoln Center in New York.
IFP's Forum is one of the largest
forums connecting new documentary
feature projects with U.S. and
International buyers, sales agents,
and financiers.
We can't wait to continue the
conversations we started at Sundance
and hopefully make some new friends
for the film!
Spotlight on Documentaries
Canary in a Coal Mine directed by Jennifer Brea; produced by Jennifer Brea,
Lindsey Dryden, and Patricia Gillespie; and executive produced by Deborah
Hoffmann. A bedridden filmmaker confronts the most devastating disease your
doctor has never (really) heard of.
You can read the full press release here: http://bit.ly/1JJBgEg

Jen
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Showing The Back Of
Their Heads
Note from the editors: just on publishing the June-issue of the
ME Global Chronicle, the final P2P was published. As there was
no time to include it or comment on it by the time, we include
in this issue the rather lengthy comment of Erica Verrillo, which
we think reflects the worries and thoughts of many of the community. So we
apologize for its length.
The final P2P report (http://1.usa.gov/1IJyVEf) is published, and now it’s time to
evaluate the quality of the recommendations and how well the process served
ME/CFS patients. There are many good things in the P2P report, and I’ll be
focusing on those in my next post (http://bit.ly/1Eaej78). Today, I want to discuss
some serious flaws in the report and how, despite all the rhetoric, NIH and the
P2P Panel did not engage with the public in a meaningful way. And I also want to
discuss a lesson we can apply next time.
All That Input
At the telebriefing on Tuesday, June 16th, Dr. Green said the Panel members
individually reviewed each of the public comments and discussed them in a
conference call. Unfortunately, the Panel did not take most of our advice. The
Panelists may have reviewed each comment, but only minor changes were made
to the draft report in response to those comments.
For example, the final report appropriately deleted the sentence, “There is no
agreement from the research community on what needs to be studied.” (Draft,
lines 34-35) The statement that ME/CFS “overlaps with many other diseases” was
also deleted. (Draft, line 33) The need to disseminate diagnostic and treatment
recommendations to primary care providers was expanded, as many public
comments suggested, to include specialties like neurology, rheumatology and
infectious disease. (Draft, line 192) Other minor corrections were made, such as
clarifying that Fukuda allows 163 combinations of symptoms, not that there are
163 symptoms of ME/CFS. (Draft, lines 50-51)
But the vast majority of comments were ignored. Even the statement that ME/CFS
has an economic impact greater than $1 billion (Draft, lines 6-7) was not fully
corrected. I lost count of the number of public comments that provided the correct
number of more than $20 billion in direct and indirect costs. However, the final
version estimates the burden at $2 to 7 billion, and does not clarify whether those
are direct or indirect costs. When journalist Miriam Tucker asked for the
reference for this estimate, Dr. Green said they used a number that was
“scientifically based,” but she did not provide a reference.
But these are minor points compared to the failure to incorporate the major issues
highlighted in multiple public comments. All the input on the critical points that
most need attention was ignored.
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The Money Elephant
The issue that receive more attention in public comment than any other was NIH
funding. Comment after comment begged the Panel to acknowledge the paucity
of funding and to recommend that NIH significantly increase its investment in
ME/CFS research.
The IACFS/ME (http://bit.ly/1IrIpof) said,
“[We] believe that the elephant in the room –
research funding . . . needs to be addressed
more strongly and specifically. . . . Thus we
respectfully ask that the NIH Panel highlight
the inadequate research funding of ME/CFS
and link this core premise to specific
recommendations for new funding initiatives,
with dollar amounts, mechanisms, and
deadlines, to begin to address the current
underfunded status of this illness.”
The CFS Advisory Committee (http://1.usa.gov/1T6fFXe) said, “We also ask that
you take note of the fact that among the 234 disease categories supported by NIH
in 2014, chronic fatigue syndrome ranked 228th with an estimated $5 million in
funding. In order to move forward, it is vital that this issue be addressed. We ask
that the Panel explicitly address the urgent need for government funding in order
to advance the research for ME/CFS.”
The Massachussetts CFIDS/ME & FM Association (http://bit.ly/1IP2F6Q) said, “All
of these recommendations for future directions in research require significant
funding . . . NIH has never funded this illness commensurate with its impact on
patients and society. While it may be possible to cobble together small amounts
of funding from different agencies for some specific initiatives . . . why not just
recognize the inequality here and deal with it? The types of research
recommended here cannot be done on nickels and dimes.”
I could go on. Over and over and over, public comments begged the Panel to
recommend an increase in NIH funding. If the Panel did indeed read the hundreds
of pages of comments we submitted, they could not possibly have missed the
blaring consensus on the urgent need to add zeroes to the amount of NIH’s
ME/CFS investment. Despite all of this, the Panel made no such recommendation.
I have no doubt that some people will conclude that NIH told the Panel they could
not make the recommendation.
In fact, Dr. Green told Medscape News (http://wb.md/1UpLRY0), “Money can be
reallocated or better targeted.” That’s quite explicitly not an increase in funding,
folks.
Eating the Oxford Cake
I blogged (http://bit.ly/1MRwhlP) about the moment at the P2P Workshop when
the Evidence Practice Center suggested retiring the Oxford definition, and the
illogical reply to my question about retiring Oxford studies.
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Chris Heppner (http://bit.ly/1MOMeu7) made a powerful case for declaring
independence from the Oxford definition once and for all. But not only did the
Panel’s final report fail to take that logical step, it actually toned down its language
on the Oxford definition.
The draft report stated, “The Oxford criteria . . . are flawed
and include people with other conditions, confounding the
ability to interpret the science.” (Draft, lines 38-40).
That sentence is gone from the final version. We are left
with the recommendation from the Draft, unchanged in the
final version: “Specifically, continuing to use the Oxford
definition may impair progress and cause harm. Thus, for
needed progress to occur, we recommend (1) that the Oxford definition be retired
. . ” (Final, p. 16)
Personally, I am very disturbed by the deletion of the statement that Oxford
includes people with other conditions. Why? Because the data establish that this
is the case. The Panel should have retained their acknowledgement of the data.
For the Panel to step back from acknowledging the facts strikes me as ominous,
because obviously it helps ME/CFS advocates to have such an explicit declaration
in the report and its removal makes no sense in light of the data. It will certainly
raise questions in some minds about whether the Panel was pressured to remove
the sentence.
I am also not satisfied with the recommendation to retire the Oxford definition
without an accompanying recommendation to retire Oxford studies as applied to
the ME/CFS population. Why? Because the largest trial of CBT and GET, the trial
that is the basis for the claim that these therapies are effective treatments for
ME/CFS, uses the Oxford definition. And that study is continually trotted out,
including in the Annals treatment article (http://bit.ly/1IP31uo) this week, and no
one will acknowledge the very basic logical fact that the study was done on a
cohort that included an unknown number of people who did not meet criteria for
ME/CFS (not Fukuda, not CCC, not ICC, and not SEID).
Multiple public comments, including mine (http://bit.ly/1UpM3qk), made this
point to the Panel. The bottom line is, “You cannot take the results of studies done
on subjects who do not have ME/CFS and simply apply those results to those that
do.”
For some reason, the Panel did not agree with all of the comments making this
point. Why? One possible reason is that if the PACE trial and similar Oxford
“treatment” studies are discarded, then there is almost nothing left. This is
especially true for the systematic evidence review, which excluded studies like the
Rituximab trial. It would mean admitting that thirty years of research has not
produced an effective treatment for ME/CFS, and that the only promising
treatments are extraordinarily expensive. That’s a damning fact and quite an
embarrassment for NIH and the research enterprise.
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Not Our Wheelhouse
Multiple public comments urged the Panel to consider the IOM report while revising
their recommendations. Even Dr. Nancy Lee, newly re-appointed DFO of the CFS
Advisory Committee, asked them to discuss it (http://1.usa.gov/1MRwHZv).
Dr. Lee emailed her comments the day after the posting of the Draft Report. I
think it’s worth quoting Dr. Lee at length: “To avoid the mistaken perception that
NIH and the P2P Panel didn’t know about the IOM study (which NIH helped fund!),
I urge you to mention the IOM study in your report. The discussion on lines 201212 should be modified to acknowledge that the IOM’s report may make
substantial progress in fulfilling P2P recommendation.
There is a good chance that the IOM report will be released before the Panel’s
report so you might even be able to modify your report at the last minute to reflect
the content of the IOM’s report. HHS spent $1million on the IOM study to get
much of what your panel recommends on line 202. I don’t want it to appear that
NIH’s right hand doesn’t know what its left hand is doing!”
Despite the many requests, the Panel wrote that considering and incorporating
the IOM’s recommendations was “beyond our scope and charge.” (Final, p. 18)
The charge to the P2P Panel was to provide “guidance to the NIH on research gaps
and research priorities for ME/CFS.” (Final, p. 18) The final report notes the critical
importance of case definition in ME/CFS research, and urges that a consensus be
reached on a single case definition. (Final, pp. 9, 16) So how is the IOM report
beyond the scope and charge of the P2P Panel?
I think the Panel members would agree that science requires examining all the
data. My personal belief is that the phrase “beyond our scope and charge” is
actually code for “we were not given the time and staff support to fully evaluate
the IOM report.” Was it a matter of NIH putting its P2P process (evidence review
+ workshop = report) over the quality of the product? Was there some other
reason NIH did not ask the Panel to review and consider the IOM report? I do not
know.
Talking At The Back Of Their Heads
By now, we are all familiar with the NIH party line that
ME/CFS patients and advocates were fully engaged by P2P.
At the telebriefing, Dr. Ronit Elk said that patients and
families were “completely a part of the process.” I won’t
review all the evidence to the contrary from the last 18
months.
What I will do is point out that the “tremendous number of
responses,” as Dr. Elk described it, seems to have had very
little impact on the revisions to the draft report. Despite the extra time given the
Panel, despite Dr. Green’s statement that each panelist read every single
comment, despite the assurances from NIH that patients and advocates were
integrated at every step, our comments were not accepted. Many advocates might
think that the dismissal of these comments prove that public comment is a waste
of time.
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We comment, they don’t listen to us, so why bother? I say that’s a response that
plays right into the government’s hands. This defeatist reaction has it all
backwards.
Over 100 people and organizations submitted comment on the P2P report, and
they were ignored. That gives us another link in the Thirty Years of Neglect Chain.
We can embarrass them with this fact. We can tell the media, our Congressmen,
CFSAC, and others that over 100 people spoke and we were dismissed and
ignored. That’s the level of contempt NIH has for our input.
Dialing back our participation is exactly what they want us to do. They want us to
go away. They think that if they just keep ignoring us, we will get frustrated and
lose interest.
We should do the opposite. We should say, You ignored 100 comments? Let’s see
you ignore 200 or 500 or 1,000. The more comments that go in, and the more
they ignore them, the more ridiculous the situation becomes. That is a political
weapon!
So yes, 100+ comments was not enough to get a stronger recommendation on
funding into this report. There is still plenty here we can use. And we have one
more incident of Government Ignores Constructive Response From Patient
Community to add to the list. They are practically begging us to turn up the volume
and intensity.

NIH is showing us the back of their heads. Ok, then we have to be louder. NIH is
ignoring us. Then let’s be more forceful. Let’s increase the volume, increase the
intensity, and build an ever growing wave of actions that will ultimately overwhelm
resistance and swamp them. They ignore us because they can. So let’s make it
impossible for them to do so.

Erica Verrillo
http://bit.ly/1W3ncdJ
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Mike’s EU Marathons: Raising
Myalgic Encephalomyelitis
Awareness across Europe
August 15th
Helsinki Marathon info through the post today and I'm number
476!
About 6,000 runners at this one so a bit more space and I'll
be in the group ahead of the casual/fancy dress runners which
will be better.
Last time it finishes with a lap of the track at the Olympic
Stadium before they renovate for a few years. Looking
forward to that bit!
Thanks to Megan Bailey for your kind sponsorship!
I’m looking for sponsorship for races and travel/flight costs as well as press/media
contacts in the countries I’m visiting. If you know anyone who can help please
get in touch!

Donate to Mike's EU Marathons: http://bit.ly/1BdhrD6

Follow along:
Mike’s EU Marathons Website: http://bit.ly/1GEZ0HO
Facebook: http://on.fb.me/1cUJITg
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A Job For A Lone Congress
Member: Speak Up For A
Forgotten Disease

.

Wanted: Member of Congress prepared to take up a cause.
Political party affiliation: Unimportant.
Geographic representation: Unimportant.
Fund-raising potential: Minimal.
Reward: Undying gratitude, lavish praise, thanks beyond counting.
Job description: In any way you can, draw attention to a debilitating, lifeabducting disease. Work to persuade federal government medical agencies to
adequately fund research for a cure.
ADVERTISEMENT
The cause is research on Myalgic Encephalomyelitis,
also known as Chronic Fatigue Syndrome -- and often
known by both sets of initials as ME/CFS. It's a
disease I know quite a lot about because I've been
writing and broadcasting about it for the last five
years.
As many as 1 million Americans -- and 17 million or more worldwide -- are afflicted
with ME/CFS. There is no known cure, no easy diagnosis and hardly any examples
of recovery. The victims' suffering is huge, endless and hidden in plain sight.
Doctors have told me that they'd rather have cancer than ME/CFS.
Make no mistake, ME/CFS is a life sentence without parole. It can strike the young,
the middle-aged and the old. More women -- by about two-thirds -- than men are
affected, and there is no known causality. Mostly ME/CFS has stricken people who
have no commonalities, like an environmental hazard or a geographic location.
Yet there are clusters. Three dominate the history without explanation and in very
different locations, with very different socioeconomic backgrounds, and life styles.
The first large, modern outbreak was at the Royal Free Hospital in London in 1955.
The two largest U.S. outbreaks, with hundreds affected, were in upscale Incline
Village on Lake Tahoe, Nev. and Lyndonville, a hardscrabble town in upstate New
York. The Incline Village outbreak was in 1984, and Lyndonville's was about a year
later. In each location about 300 people, mostly children, were affected and they
suffer to this day.
ME/CFS victims -- most of whom can tell you the date and time of their first
collapse -- don't recover with time. They have good days and bad days, good
years and bad years; but no great days and great years. Being bedridden for two
years is common during bad periods.
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Often, the onset follows flu-like illness. Patients may recognize that they have
ME/CFS after a total collapse, following exercise (a game of tennis, soccer, skiing)
-- a debilitating crash necessitating bed rest. Exercise and motion become an
enemy.
Patients have constant headaches, joint pain, mental fog and sensitivity to light
and sound. I know of one patient who lies in a closet all day with no light or sound
because these affect him so horribly.
A close friend, a competition-level athlete and a Wall Street analyst, has been ill
for 25 years. She trades off small joys, like going to the theater or shopping, for
several days of collapse and bed rest. Sleep fails to refresh. She describes herself
as a vehicle without fuel, getting by on “fumes.”
Suicides are common, and I've received letters from women who just want to die.
Dramatically, one woman says she prays to God every night that she won't wake
up in the morning.
But ME/CFS holds on for victims, forcing them to exist in a shadowy place of pain,
hurt and rejection. Families are wrecked, lovers give up, and marriages are
brought down by the relentlessness of the need. The caregivers suffer the burden
for decades.
Some of the most graphic and heart-breaking letters I've ever received in nearly
60 years of journalism come from patients. But they have no central voice, no
national association. And while there are some dedicated doctors and researchers,
ME/CFS isn't taught in medical schools. So largely, doctors aren't aware of the
disease.
ME/CFS has fallen on the hard ground between despair and hopelessness. It is
known to suppress the immune system and to be linked to Fibromyalgia.
Yet, for all the hurt, the principal medical research arm of the federal government,
the National Institutes of Health, spends a paltry $5 million a year on ME/CFS –
an indictment of institutional indifference. Without a strong congressional
advocate, or a lobby in Washington, the research dollars won't flow and hope will
perish for patients.
ME/CFS is a good issue for an aspiring politician who wants to be heard and who
could do real good by pushing federal government institutions toward helping the
voiceless -- those who can only murmur in their pain and loneliness, when louder
shouters get tens of millions of dollars more research funding.

Llewellyn King
King is executive producer and host of “White House Chronicle” on PBS.
His e-mail is lking@kingpublishing.com
Source: http://bit.ly/1TeH7lK
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For Every Member Of Congress
This blog should be read by every member of congress.
With this in mind, we have created an easy one click
letter for US citizens to send to their congressional
representatives. It contains Llewellyn King’s full
blog post.
To make the process easier, we have created a prewritten letter, which you can view in the One Click form
below. Simply fill out the form, and click the blue “Sign”
button. The app will look up your zip code and send the
letter to your representatives.
The One Click form is at the bottom of this page: http://bit.ly/1ItwDMt
Note: The form is for US addresses only.
If you’re having issues, try the direct link https://oneclickpolitics.com/promo/Y8
If you're still having issues, send me an email via the contact button on the About
page (http://www.meadvocacy.org/about) with information about what error
message you may be getting, your device, operating system and browser.
This will help the developers figure out what may be going wrong.

Mary Kindel,
July 21, 2015
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Ampligen price more than
doubles, available soon in
Europe
Ampligen price more than doubling in the US?
As many patients who are receiving Ampligen in the US already know, the price
of Ampligen is set to dramatically increase.
Two patients I spoke with today said the price would more than double from $75
a vial to $200 per bottle. At their current dosages, that would raise the annual
cost of Ampligen from $15,600 per year to $41,600 per year, not including the
doctors’ fees for the infusion.
Many patients will either have to lower their dosages or forgo treatment
altogether.
Ampligen is a treatment for Chronic Fatigue Syndrome that has not yet been
approved by the FDA. It is currently available to some patients at a limited number
of sites around the US under a cost recovery program previously known as
“compassionate care” (http://bit.ly/1DPto37). It is delivered at a doctor’s office
via a twice weekly intravenous infusion.
This is the first price increase since 1997. Under the cost recovery program,
Hemispherx cannot make a profit on Ampligen, only recover its costs. According
to Nancy McGrory, a representative from Hemispherx, the price increase was
determined by an independent audit to determine the actual cost of manufacturing
the drug.
Ampligen soon available in the European Union
Hemispherx also announced today (http://bit.ly/1J5Yfc7) that a Netherlandsbased company called myTomorrows will be supplying Ampligen to some Chronic
Fatigue Syndrome patients with “unmet medical need” through the Early Access
Program (EAP).
Thomas K. Equels, Executive Vice Chairman and CFO of Hemispherx said “We
are very pleased to be collaborating with myTomorrows to provide rintatolimod
under these unique Early Access Programs. Not only will this collaboration create
the possibility for physicians to use rintatolimod under certain circumstances,
myTomorrows will collaborate with these physicians to capture data on patients
treated and such data may add to our other efforts to gain full regulatory approval
in Europe, Latin America, Australia, New Zealand as well as the U.S. and
elsewhere.”
Source: http://bit.ly/1MpAOwR
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267% Price Increase for Ampligen
(http://bit.ly/1J5Ye7S)
I just sent the following message regarding
Hemispherx’s extraordinary 267% price increase
for Ampligen to Dr. Janet Woodcock, the FDA’s
Director of the Center for Drug Evaluation and
Research:
Dear Dr. Woodcock,
I am writing to you regarding a matter of grave concern for the patients in
Hemispherx Biopharma, Inc.’s (“HEB”) AMP-511 open-label clinical trial for
Ampligen, a drug highly effective for many ME (or as the FDA calls it “ME/CFS”)
patients. I have testified at the Ampligen Advisory Committee meeting and other
federal committee meetings in favor of FDA approval of the drug and I remain
convinced that this drug should be approved by the FDA without further delay
because many patients would benefit from it and because there are no other FDAapproved pharmaceutical interventions for ME.
I have been a study participant for over three years. Last night, I learned through
ME Action’s blog (http://bit.ly/1MpAOwR) that the price of the drug will go up
267%, from $15,600 to $41,600 per year, effective immediately as of July 24,
2015. Because it has not been approved by the FDA, the cost of the drug is
currently not covered by private insurance or Medicare/Medicaid. Patients pay the
entire cost out of pocket. Nevertheless, I have not received any notification from
HEB of this extraordinary price increase.
HEB seems to claim that the price increase is necessitated by their increased cost
in providing the drug to trial participants and that the increase has been verified
by an accounting firm. However, accounting firms can avail themselves of a
number of different methods to establish cost. For example, I understand that
HEB recently expanded its facilities. Was the cost of this expansion, which would
be a sunk cost at this point, included in the cost justification for the price increase
either through depreciation or amortization? Moreover, HEB’s position itself is
apparently contradictory as to the basic fact whether the new price includes
merely manufacturing cost or also the cost of continued research and FDAapproval efforts. These points are merely illustrative of the various types of cost
that may or may not have been included in the price-increase justification. It just
does not seem probable that HEB’s cost increased that dramatically over night. A
gradual increase seems much more plausible and would have been much easier
to absorb for patients.
As you know, there are only four Ampligen trial sites in the country. Patients move
and either leave their families behind or uproot them, either buy and sell houses
or rent second homes, give up or change jobs, mortgage their houses, enroll their
kids in new schools, etc. in order to relocate to a trial site and, in doing so, incur
substantial long-term expenses far beyond just the price of the drug and the
related infusion/physician’s cost. At the very least, HEB could have informed study
participants of the fact that it is considering an increase at the time when it hired
the accounting firm. The entire process from hiring the firm to the firm’s completed
report typically takes time.
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That would have at least provided patients some advance notice. Some patients
have very recently invested in relocating to a trial site just to find out now that
they will not be able to afford the drug at the new price.
To be completely blindsided, not only without any advance warning, which was
entirely feasible, but without any notification from HEB whatsoever upon
effectiveness of the increase—more than two and a half weeks ago—is inexcusable
and I would like to confirm with you that HEB followed any applicable federal rules
both with respect to the magnitude of the price increase and the lack of notice.
I am looking forward to your response. Obviously, the matter is of utmost urgency,
as many trial participants will be unable to afford the new price and will have to
re-plan their lives without the drug. Most importantly, suddenly being cut off from
a potent drug that patients’ immune systems have come to rely on might very
well put the health of the current trial participants at risk.
Sincerely,
Jeannette Burmeister
cc:
Dr. Stephen Ostroff, FDA Acting Commissioner
Nancy McGrory, Hemispherx Patient Advocate
Jeannette Burmeister (http://bit.ly/1INmwQv) , August 12, 2015
Source: http://bit.ly/1MpB1QS
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Dutch Citizen Initiative
Since the existence of this magazine we have
regularly kept you informed about an initiative of
ten severely ill Dutch ME patients, who united
themselves under the name ME Group The Hague.
You can quietly read this information again in
previous issues (http://www.let-me.be).
You will also know that 56,000 signatures collected
by the Group are ultimately cashed in a request for
advice by the Dutch Parliament to the Health
Council. The Council is required to evaluate the
situation as regards ME in The Netherlands and to give advice to the Parliament.
Within this context, the Council asked a number of questions to the Group,
including who the Group would nominate as suitable to serve in any advisory
committee. Because in the Netherlands almost no research to ME is or is done,
the Group found only one suitable person there. But through contacts over twenty
international top researchers/clinicians have expressed their willingness to
participate in any committee or to speak to the Health Council if they will be
consulted. This way the Group has managed the national initiative to become
worldwide.
The group has also been asked to review the final report of the IOM. That is
formulated after it was critically examined. At indication of the Group is, after
interest in it was awoke by the Health Council, also given a profound commentary
on the final document of the P2P.
Also, at its own request of the Health Council, the Group handed over a list with
relevant researches published after June 2014. The Group has taken the liberty to
put together a proper list which includes leading researches recorded before that
date, especially those of researchers who agreed to collaborate in this process.
All this is handed over in accordance to the deadline on August 15th that the
Health Council the Group gave. The Group will continue to exert pressure on the
Health Council to actually implement the given information in the request for
advice.
We will continue to keep you informed.
It is worth mentioning; MEAction (http://www.meaction.net/)launched a similar
initiative in the USA and asked the Group for information and advice. So the oil
slick gets bigger and bigger.
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During our holidays last may in Gruissan in the south of France, we drove almost
daily past this billboard. I very much liked the color and the words ‘Espace for ME’.
Sometimes I could very well do with a coach to handle my ME.....
But Cardio Musculation? No thanks!

Désirée Bruggema
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Suffering The Silence Campaign
For M.E.
Myalgic
Encephalomyelitis
(ME) is a systemic
neuroimmune
condition
characterized
by
symptoms
like
unexplained fatigue
and post-exertional
malaise (a severe
worsening
of
symptoms
after
even
minimal
exertion). It causes
dysregulation
of
both the immune
system
and
the
nervous system. ME
can cause over 100 distinct symptoms. The effects of ME are devastating enough
to leave 25% of patients housebound or bedbound. For moderate to severe
patients, living with ME is like living with late-stage cancer, full-blown AIDS, or
congestive heart failure for decades.
On Severe ME Day (http://bit.ly/1hCGoiA), inspired by Els Van Hoof and Elaine
Boel, we asked the ME community, our friends, and our family to participate in
the #sufferingthesilence project for invisible illnesses. We hoped to create a wall
of solidarity for people whose voices and lives have been stolen by severe myalgic
encephalomyelitis (ME). And to say with a powerful symbol: the silence ends now.
We will make noise.
Any day of the year you can add your photo to this wall and show your support!
Here’s how:
Write “M.E.” on your left hand or forearm (if you do not want to use marker on
your skin, you can improvise with a piece of paper as many have done). Cover
your mouth with your hand and make sure to look into your camera lens. Upload
to Twitter or Instagram with the hashtags: #sufferingthesilence #MEAction and
#severeme. If you are on Facebook, you will need to post to The #MEAction
Network page AND use the hashtags above:
(https://www.facebook.com/MEActNet).
Share your ME story with your picture. Or, here are some sample ME facts.
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Tune in to CFSAC to see
MEadvocacy and more!
The next meeting of the Chronic Fatigue Syndrome Advisory
Committee (http://www.hhs.gov/advcomcfs/) is this week
Tuesday, Aug 18 and Wednesday August 19, from 9am 5pm EDT (Eastern Daylight Time).
Sessions regarding the recent Institute of Medicine and
Pathways to Prevention redefinition projects are on the
agenda. We also hope to hear something about the recent
proposal to defund CFS at the CDC, and the speculation of CFS
moving out of the Office of Womens' Health to NINDS (an institute with a much
bigger budget).
Agenda - http://1.usa.gov/1Jo3SEr
http://MEadvocacy.org will be making an oral presentation on Wednesday during
the public comments (10-11am).
You may watch the live video stream here http://www.hhs.gov/live-1/,
or access the listen only toll free teleconference line at
dial 888-455-5629,
passcode: 9717791#

Submitted by Mary Ann Kindel
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5. Science
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Rich’ Reviews:
DRY NEEDLING
Dry Needling Plus Physical Therapy For Fibromyalgia
In my opinion this is a major advance.
Dry needling is a technique used by specially trained physical therapists,
physicians, and dentists to treat several forms of musculoskeletal pain. Developed
and popularized by Janet Travell, M.D. , David Simons, M.D. and colleagues
during the 1950s and 1960s (1), controlled studies have shown benefit for
regional myofascial pain (2), temperomandibular joint dysfunction (TMD) (3),
and chronic tension headache (4).
Dry needling typically uses an acupuncture type needle to enter into and disrupt
localized spots of intense muscle spasm. These go by the name of “trigger points”.
Properly inserted, the needle disrupts the trigger point. This often allows almost
immediate relaxation of the involved muscle along with less pain. As a result
concurrent physical therapy can be done more effectively. The needling is called
“dry” because no medicines are injected. Several studies show that dry needling
alone is as useful as injecting a local anesthetic or corticosteroids into the trigger
point. (5)
Three years ago, the New Jersey State Board of Physical Therapy
authorized physical therapists to treat with dry needling. Since the
excellent physical therapy group I refer to added dry needling to their
tool kit, their results for my fibromyalgia patients have greatly
improved.
Today I’m pleased to report on a double blind study from Spain that confirms the
benefits from adding “dry needling” to standard treatments. (6).
Researchers from the Rheumatology Services at the Specialist Clinic of
Cantabria in Santander Spain added six weekly one hour sessions of dry needling
to the standard treatment of 60 fibromyalgia patients. Another 60 patients
(controls) continued with standard treatment alone.
Unlike the usual practice of needling palpable trigger points
within any
symptomatic muscle the Santender group inserted their needles directly into the
sites of the 18 standard fibromyalgia tender points. These anatomical locations
were defined by the American College of Rheumatology (7). Clinically, we find
that the standard tender point sites often also contain trigger points. (8)
After six weeks of dry needling the treated patients improved considerably more
than the control patients.
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Several measures of pain and fatigue status showed major benefit:
Improvement was found for each of the following: the Visual Analogue Scale for
Pain (P=0.002), the Visual Analogue Scale for Fatigue (p=.02), the SF-36 health
questionnaire (p=.0001), the degree of pain elicited by pressing six specified sites
with a dolorimeter (p=0.0005), the amount of pressure needed to induce pain
(p=.002) and a survey of global subjective improvement (P=.00001).
For the following six weeks neither group had needling. At 12 weeks outcomes for
both groups (treated and controls) were again measured. Most impressively, six
weeks later—12 weeks after the study started—the advantage for the dry needling
group over the controls, continued to be high.
Now for the “bad” news.
In the United States, although dry needling by physical therapists is authorized in
about half the states, only a modest number of physical therapists, physicians or
dentists have major experience with dry needling (I assume that this skill is
similarly rare in other countries).
As with any therapeutic technique training and experience are important. Serious
complications are rare with experienced clinicians. (9). However, untrained or
novice practitioners are not likely to be as effective or as safe.
In the Northeast United States the main training program is run by Robert
Gerwin, M.D., a professor of neurology together with Jan Dommerholt, PT,
PhD, an outstanding physical therapist (10). I have personally taken courses with
this group as have the physical therapist I most often refer to.
Web address: http://painpoint.com
Also: http://myofascialpaintreatment.com/about-tp-dry-needling/
A Google search disclosed several other training sites. I don’t have
experience with these.

personal

Kinettacore (Colorado) http://bit.ly/1IpiH3G
Dr. Ma’s Integrative dry needling (courses given in several
http://integrativedryneedling.com/resources/state-training-guidelines/
Also http://dryneedlingcourse.com/

states)

David Fishkin, D.C. (chiropractor, Maryland)
web address: http://fishkincenter.com/dryneedlinginstitute/
CPD Health Courses (Australia): http://www.cpdhealthcourses.com
For many fibromyalgia patients the simplest way to locate a trained or experienced
practitioner will be contact the programs that train clinicians in this technique.
They can refer you to their graduates. They also might know other experienced
clinicians.
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Is dry needling related to acupuncture? Except that both use a similar tool they
are fundamentally different.
A few acupuncturists have also trained in dry needling. Unfortunately, in the U.S.
guild mentality may have developed among acupuncture organizations. In New
Jersey and several other states, the acupuncture professional society is
attempting to legally ban physical therapists from doing dry needling. They claim
that these physical therapists are “illegally practice of acupuncture”. Good grief.
In fact, dry needling done without concurrent physical therapy is more likely to
relapse, since postural and muscle tone elements also need to be addressed.
(1)Travel, J and Simons, D, Travell & Simons' Myofascial Pain and Dysfunction:
The Trigger Point Manual: Two Volume Set: Second Edition/Volume 1 and First
Edition/Volume 2: 2nd Edition Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
(2) Tsai, C, Remote effects of dry needling on the irritability of the myofascial
trigger point in the upper trapezius muscle. Am J Phys Med Rehabil. 2010 Feb;
89(2):133-40 web address: http://1.usa.gov/1T3dZxF
(3) THE KEY ARTICLE: Fernández-Carnero J et al, Short-term effects of dry
needling of active myofascial trigger points in the masseter muscle in patients
with temperomandibular disorders. J Orofac Pain. 2010 winter;24(1):106-12.
Web address: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20213036
(4) France S, et al. Evidence for the use of dry needling and physiotherapy in
the management of cervicogenic or tension-type headache: a systematic review,
Cephalgia 2014 (12):994-1003 Web address: http://1.usa.gov/1IXcbaf
(5) Venancio R de A et al. Different substances and dry-needling injections in
patients with myofascial pain and headaches., Cranio 2008 26:96-103 Web
address: http://1.usa.gov/1N9XCh2
(6). Casaneueva, b et al. Short-term improvement following dry needle
stimulation of tender points in fibromyalgia, Rheumatol Int (2014), 34: 861-6
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23609584
(7)Wolfe et al, The American College of Rheumatology 1990 Criteria for the
Classification of Fibromyalgia. Report of the Multicenter Criteria Committee,
Arthritis Rheum. 1990 Feb;33(2):160-72.
(8) Gerwin, R, Fibromyalgia tender points at examination sites specified by the
American College of Rheumatology criteria are almost universally myofascial
trigger
points,
Curr
Pain
Headache
Rep.
2011
Feb;15(1):1-3.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20978951
(9) Brady S et al, Adverse events following trigger point dry needling: a
prospective survey of chartered physiotherapists, J Man Manip Ther 2014 11(3):
234-40 Web address: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25125935
(10) Dommerholt J. Dry needling - peripheral and central considerations, J Man
Manip Ther. 2011 Nov;19(4):223-7. Web address: http://1.usa.gov/1hjjzR0

Richard Podell, M.D., MPH, clinical professor
at the Rutgers-Robert Wood Johnson Medical School,
practices in Summit and in Somerset New Jersey.
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Unintended Consequences Of
Not Specifying Exclusionary
Illnesses For Systemic Exertion
Intolerance Disease
The Institute of Medicine recently proposed a new case definition
for chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS), as well as a new name,
Systemic Exertion Intolerance Disease (SEID). Contrary to the
Fukuda et al.’s CFS case definition, there are few exclusionary
illnesses specified for this new SEID case definition.
The current study explored this decision regarding exclusionary
illnesses using the SEID criteria with four distinct data sets involving patients who
had been identified as having CFS, as well as healthy controls, community
controls, and other illness groups.
The findings indicate that many individuals from major depressive disorder illness
groups as well as other medical illnesses were categorized as having SEID.
Participants:
We recruited 64 individuals, 27 with CFS and 37 with MDD (Major Depression
Disorder). We obtained our sample of participants with CFS from two sources,
local CFS support groups in Chicago and a previous research study conducted at
DePaul University.
To be included in the study, participants were required to have been diagnosed
with CFS, using the Fukuda et al. diagnostic criteria, by a certified physician and
were required to currently meet CFS criteria using the Fukuda et al. criteria.
We excluded individuals who had other current psychiatric conditions in addition
to major depression or who reported having untreated medical illnesses (e.g.,
diabetes, anemia).
From the conclusions:
Rates of SEID could increase due to the reduction of many exclusionary criteria.
32 individuals had been classified as meeting the Fukuda et al. criteria, for a
prevalence rate of 0.42, but we estimate that 89 from this sample would now
meet the SEID criteria, for a prevalence rate of 1.17. Thus, the SEID prevalence
rate would be 2.8 times as great.
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The current study suggests that the core SEID symptoms are not unique to SEID,
as some patients with other illnesses, such as those evaluated in this study, have
comparable symptoms.

As a consequence, some patients with illnesses that had previously been
exclusionary under past case definitions such as Fukuda et al. [2] will now be
comorbid, possibly leading to an expanded number of individuals meeting SEID
criteria.
Limitations:
There are a number of limitations in the present study. As we used archival data
sets, some of the questions that have been proposed to define SEID were not
available.
Clearly, the current study needs to be replicated with questions that are now
proposed , however, our questionnaires were able to assess that vast majority of
issues and domains within SEID.
In addition, several of our samples were relatively small, so larger studies are
needed. Furthermore, we were only able to identify data sets representing a few
illnesses, and more illnesses need to be investigated to assess whether some
patients with these diagnoses might be included within the SEID classification
system.

Leonard A. Jason http://bit.ly/1MXTAuh
Madison Sunnquist http://bit.ly/1W7OvDE
Bobby Kot http://bit.ly/1EfusrL
Abigail Brown http://bit.ly/1DxfVgo

Full research article: www.mdpi.com/2075-4418/5/2/272/pdf
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Science To Patients
Three webinars from (Dutch) patients’ perspective
have been broadcast last few weeks:
-

-

July 28, 2015: Dutch patient activist and former chairman of the ME/cvs
Vereniging Rob Arnoldus, talking on the stigmatization of ME-patients and the
hope for the future in ‘Je Suis ME’, https://youtu.be/4teKG3pwFcY
August 4, 2015: Dutch patient Michael Koolhaas in dialogue with Prof. Frans
Visser, talking about the legal rights and situation of ME-patients at present,
and changes needed in ‘ME: bigger consequences than just the disease itself’,
https://youtu.be/14JM_1Vz2Z8
August 11, 2015: Dutch patient and patient activist Frank Twisk on the impact
of being a patient, the IOM-report, activism and the way to effect changes in
recognition and attitude towards ME in: ‘ME and my life: past, present and
future’, https://youtu.be/Xjg8fLP-BpM

A day before the Dutch conference on ME on 26th September new webinars will
be filmed of Dr. Byron Hyde from Canada and Dr. Neil Harrison from GreatBritain. Afterwards also these webinars will be subtitled in Dutch and being
broadcast from February 2016 onwards.
If you want either of them to discuss something special in their webinars, kindly
mail it to wvp@me-cvsvereniging.nl, before 15th August and we’ll see if it fits into
the webinars
From 8th September onwards seven webinars of Dr. Lucinda Bateman will be
broadcast, as follows:
- September 8, 2015: Introduction & diagnosis
- September 22, 2015: Autoimmunity in ME/CFS and FM
- October 6, 2015: Neuroinflammation & ME/CFS
- October 20, 2015: ME/CFS and the brain
- November 3, 2015: Gen-expression and exercise
- November 17, 2015: FAQs from the clinical practice, part I
- December 1, 2015: ibid, part II
Q & A-sessions with Dr. Bateman will be held on September 11, October 9,
November 6 and December 4, all from 5:00-5:45 pm local time (Amsterdam).
Check for local time of your place
http://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/full.html
Questions and constructive criticism can be mailed to wvp@me-cvsvereniging.nl
All webinars together have been watched over 225.000 times by now.
Whosoever has watched any of them, thanks for your participation. No audience,
no show
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Molecular, Cellular And Clinical
Changes That Arise From An
Infection With A Latent Virus
Can Result In A Decrease In
Longevity
The telomeres are repetitive DNA sequences at each end of our chromosomes.
Studies show that in every cell division, the telomere is shortened. As a result,
the telomere limits the cell to a fixed number of divisions and a limited life span.
An essential part of human cells they affect how our cells age -- as people with
longer telomeres live longer lives.

Surprisingly, people who are infected with a latent virus, that is, an asymptomatic
virus, have shorter telomeres. This is an important observation and a great
mystery. Is the virus causing the telomere shortening, and how? And if this is the
case, what does it mean in terms of the relationship between the latent viruses
and longevity?
Now, an article "The Latent Cytomegalovirus Decreases Telomere Length By
Microcompetition" by Hanan Polansky and Adrian Javaherian, published in
Open Medicine by De Gruyter Open, provides some answers to these questions.
As it turns out, a certain gene, called telomere repeat binding factor 2 (Terf2),
belongs to a complex of six telomere-associated proteins, termed shelterin.
The protein produced by this gene protects the chromosome ends of the DNA from
damage, and controls telomere maintenance by the telomerase enzyme. When
does a cell produce the Terf2 protein? After receiving a signal that tells a
transcription factor called GABP to bind the Terf2 gene.
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One can think of GABP as a finger that pushes the "ON" button on the Terf2 gene.
Now consider a case where a latent virus called CMV infects the cell. As it turns
out, the CMV virus also uses the GABP transcription factor to
press the "ON" button on its own genes.
When the CMV virus steals the GABP "fingers" from the Terf2
gene, there are no fingers left to press the "ON" button on
the Terf2 gene, and the Terf2 gene fails to produce the Terf2
protein.
What is the result of a shortage of Terf2 proteins? Short telomeres. In his book
"Microcompetition with Foreign DNA and the Origin of Chronic Disease," Dr.
Polansky used the term Microcompetition to describe this event.
Most people are infected with a latent virus. For instance, CMV is present in more
than 70-80% of individuals by the age of fifty. A study by Gkrania-Klotsas et al.
showed that individuals with signs of CMV have higher all-cause mortality
compared to uninfected individuals.
Polansky and Javaherian (both from The Center for the Biology of Chronic
Diseasein Valley Cottage, NY) explain the molecular, cellular and clinical
changes that result from a latent infection with the CMV and the consequent
decrease in longevity.
There are many implications of the Microcompetition theory. Not only does it
suggest new targets for drug development, but it also puts forward new behavioral
changes that may be taken on the part of the infected individual in order to
decrease the chances of developing a major disease and increase longevity.
A common misconception that only the active phase of a viral infection can cause
harm proves inadequate, as the Microcompetition theory shows that the latent
phase is the most dangerous one. These findings can be crucial to further research
into viral infections.

Story Source: Science Daily, July6, 2015
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/07/150702073937.htm
The above post is reprinted from materials (http://bit.ly/1K9uWBJ) provided by
De Gruyter (http://bit.ly/1It4Qvx).
Note: Materials may be edited for content and length.
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Epilogue
To verify if these data might be of interest for the ME-population,
we asked Prof. Alan Light from Utah University about his opinion.
This is what he wrote about it:
“The findings are likely correct. The interpretation is likely BS. The
problem is that all tissues are not the same. So what tissue did they
look at? This was a meta-analysis so probably more than one type. Also how
collected? Again possible apples and oranges.
Cell replication decreases telomere length. So the more replications, the shorter
the telomere. Infections cause many replications of immune cells so infections
will reduce telomere length.
But only in the immune cells and in the tissue infected. Could this contribute to
shorter life? Definitely in the right tissues. But not so with other tissues.
The mechanisms they mention likely are involved in replication so it is possible
that CMV, even when latent, could be triggering replication.
So bottom line is that there is something here, but how important it is we will
have to wait for much more to find out. Could be trivial.”
He tempered our enthousiasm, and yet we deemed it worthwhile to publish it, be
it only to give hope that solutions for keys to ME might as well come from
researches into different body systems from other perspectives.

The editors
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6. Research
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Participation new research
Lenny Jason et al.
To participate:
if you suffer from ME, MS, Lupus or Cancer, or are having
family or friends suffering from one of these conditions
https://redcap.is.depaul.edu/surveys/?s=d9gSMwkGsW
DePaul University researchers invite persons with ME, CFS, MS, Lupus, and
Cancer to participate in a voluntary research study to determine which symptoms
may be commonly experienced by individuals in multiple fatiguing illness groups,
and which symptoms may be unique to each illness.
Participation includes completion of a confidential online questionnaire, which
takes approximately 45 minutes to complete.
Eligibility Criteria:
Adults at least 18 years of age
• Must be able to read or speak English
• Have a diagnosis of Multiple Sclerosis, Lupus Erythematosus, Cancer, Myalgic
Encephalomyelitis, or Chronic Fatigue Syndrome.
We would like to expand upon previous research on fatigue in these conditions
and research with a larger sample of patients.
If you are interested in participating, follow this link to access the survey:
https://redcap.is.depaul.edu/surveys/?s=d9gSMwkGsW
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ME/CFS Severely Ill, Big Data
Study
Has been supported on 7 August with an anonymous donation of
$ 500.000,=
Here’s the extracted description of the study itself:
As part of our End ME/CFS Project (http://bit.ly/1hqgP4n) , this study will conduct
a comprehensive, “Big Data,” analysis on severely ill ME/CFS patients with the
goal of finding sensitive and distinctive molecular biomarker(s).
The molecular biomarkers that reflect the symptom mechanism are expected to
be strongest in the approximately 25% of ME/CFS patients who have a severe
form of the disease and are home-bound or bedbound.
Although many of the symptoms are neurological, neurological diseases often
produce molecular biomarker(s) that may be found in the blood, saliva, sweat,
urine and feces. Identifying biomarker(s) in these easily assayed fluids can be
convenient, inexpensive and can be conducted on bedbound patients. Such an
easy and distinguishing test is more likely to be diagnostically useful in the clinical
setting.
The source of the potential diagnostic biomarker(s) is not immediately obvious; it
could be in the DNA, RNA, proteins, carbohydrates or metabolites, or could be
from an associated microbe in or on the body.
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Other benefits of this study:
In addition to increasing the accuracy of diagnosing ME/CFS, a distinctive
biomarker that correlates with symptom severity could reveal the disease
structure or mechanism. So the second phase of this study will aim to test the
discovered biomarkers in the less severely ill to see if they are present but possibly
not as strong. Discovering biomarkers that go up or down with symptom severity
will provide targets for treatment trials. Additionally, treatment trials can also
reveal more about the disease mechanism.
How this study is different:
Many previous studies look for one thing or test only one biological area in a group
of patients. Discovering a mixed biomarker set from different body systems would
require that all of the analysis be conducted on the same patient, instead of
piecemeal studies on different patients in different studies.

http://bit.ly/1MYUhUd
Such a comprehensive analysis may reveal how the
different systems malfunction at the same time and possibly
together contribute to the disease mechanism. A
comprehensive biological analysis in each patient in the
study could also reveal that different mechanisms in different patients lead to the
same symptoms. Finding these differing biomarkers in different patients would
identify subgroups that can then also be subjects for targeted treatment trials.
What is needed:
Conducting all of these molecular investigations with state-of-the-art
methodologies on well-described patients will be a daunting task. It will require
significant resources and considerable coordination and cooperation within the
scientific and medical communities. For the first phase of this study, our goal is to
raise $1 million. Gaining the extensive data set will require $25,000 per patient
for logistics and supplies. We will do these tests on as many patients as we can
with the funds we raise. Please join our team of HOPE and be a part of this historic
effort to find a diagnostic biomarker.
Please, donate toward this study today. (http://bit.ly/1MYUhUd) .
Read a detailed explanation of this study, including the specific tests that are
included (http://bit.ly/1HxELaS).
Source: http://bit.ly/1ItLneh
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NCNED Latest Updates And
Publications
We would like to thank everyone for their continuing
interest and support of the CFS/ME Specialised Clinic. It
has been a busy 9 months since the first patients attended
in October last year when we officially opened the clinic
for a trial period. We would like to thank you for your
patience and understanding over the months leading up to your appointments.
Regrettably due to the high demand and limited spaces for appointments we are
unable to take any more new patients at this time.
We always thank the participants of our studies, but our research would also not
be possible without the hard work and determination of our researchers. We
would like to bring your attention to Teilah Huth who has been investigating the
role of Natural Killer (NK) cells in CFS/ME for a number of years as part of her
doctorate degree.
NK cells belong to the innate immune system which means that they are an
immune cell activated at the start of an infection. In CFS/ME patients, the function
of NK cells has been found to be reduced, but we currently don’t know why and
this is something Teilah is trying to find out.
Teilah has recently presented her work at NK2015 – 15th Meeting of the Society
for Natural Immunity with her presentation titled “Cytotoxic Natural Killer Cell
Mechanisms in CFS/ME and Multiple Sclerosis”.
We are excited to announce that yet another recently scientific paper has been
published from the National Centre for Neuroimmunology and Emerging Diseases.
This paper investigates differences in the immune function of CFS/ME affected
participants with varied symptom severity. The full article can be accessed by
clicking on the reference details below.
Hardcastle S, Brenu E, Johnston S, Nguyen T, Huth T, Wong N, Ramos S,
Staines D, Marshall-Gradisnik S: Characterisation of cell functions and
receptors in Chronic Fatigue Syndrome/Myalgic Encephalomyelitis (CFS/ME). BMC
Immunology 2015, 16. (http://bit.ly/1SfReIr)
The National Centre of Neuroimmunology and Emerging Diseases would like to
share one our our new publications. This paper investigates the relationship
between Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms in Acetylcholine Receptors and CFS/ME.
Clicking on the citation information below will lead you to the journal website
where you can download the paper.
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Marshall-Gradisnik S, Smith P, Nilius B, Staines DR: Examination of Single
Nucleotide Polymorphisms in Acetylcholine Receptors in Chronic Fatigue
Syndrome Patients. Immunology and Immunogenetics Insights 2015, 7:7-20.
(http://bit.ly/1hC0v0n)
May 11, 2015 marked the start of International M.E. Awareness Week and to help
raise awareness for ME and CFS, the Griffith Health Centre at Griffith University
Gold Coast was lit up in blue. Please note that the lasers shine "Team M.E @
G.U". It is just below the Griffith University Logo. Griffith University has also
published a press release highlighting the importance of the occasion and the
research being conducted here at NCNED. The press release can be accessed
using this link (http://bit.ly/1PciyVl).
The start of this significant week also coincided with the release of our latest
paper. This is the first of a number of papers to be released by the NCNED Team
in the near future. To access the article, please click here.
Marshall-Gradisnik SM, Smith P, Brenu EW, Nilius B, Ramos SB, Staines
DR: Examination of Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) in Transient
Receptor Potential (TRP) Ion Channels in Chronic Fatigue Syndrome Patients.
Immunology and Immunogenetics Insights 2015, 7:1-6.
Source: http://bit.ly/1UHoGsl
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7. ME And Children
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I Didn’t Believe It
I didn’t believe that a 12-year old boy could get sick and sicker just by going to
school. That first he had to skip Physical Education (this boy loved football!), then
more and more classes until there were no classes left to skip.
I didn’t think it was possible for a 12-year old
under any circumstance to end up not being
able to attend school a single day for the entire
semester. A 12-year old who up until 6 months
ago seemed happy, enjoyed school and got
good grades. And I didn’t think that he still –
two years later – would be absent from his class.
I did not at all think that a 12-year old who
developed normally until he was 12 years, six
months, seven weeks and four days old, would
seem to suddenly have developed severe
dyslexia and even more severe dyscalculia.
That the multiplication tables could get deleted
from a brain which had effortlessly saved them
without trouble.
I didn’t believe that a 12-year old could have
pain just about in every part of his body or that
he would need to be supported to get to the toilet and back again.
It never occurred to me that a 12-year old could get so sick just by having friends
over that I would find him in tears in the bathroom and have to tell his friends to
leave – in the middle of a fun game. They had been over for half an hour. – Or
that it would continue like this for the next two years to come.
I didn’t believe that a 12-year old could become really sick only by normal
background noise at a restaurant. So sick we had to leave our meal before
dessert. Before his favorite food was half eaten. The noise hurt so much he had
to run out of the restaurant and wait outside.
I didn’t believe that a 12-year old could be so sick that he found it ok to be in a
wheelchair while shopping. «This way everybody can see that I am sick»
I certainly didn’t believe that a 12-year old, after being brought to school in tears
and exhaustion for three months – until both his doctor and family realized that
he had to quit – could be so sick and exhausted that he resembled someone with
severe aphasia. That he would even lose his words. And that he would lose them
again every time he would over-exert himself for the next two years. That is –
there are words coming out of his mouth, but the words have no meaning.
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They don’t make sense and it is impossible to understand if he is trying to
communicate that he is hungry, thirsty or if he needs the room to be cooler or
warmer.
I never thought that a 12-year old could be so sick that he wasn’t able to take a
shower until he was 14. Or that his parents would have to brush his teeth for
him, like when he was a toddler. In bed. Lying down.
The 12-year old is now a 14-year old. He is still sick. Maybe even worse, actually.
He has had a fever for five months.
You don’t believe it? No. I didn’t believe it either.
I didn’t believe it.
It never even occurred to me.
Not until I experienced this happening to my own son.

By a former non-believer, waiting for what is going to happen the next two years.
Original version in Norwegian posted by Gansem, April 24, 2015
Source: http://fryvil.com
Link for sharing: http://wp.me/p3VLNe-BK
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What It Is Like As A Teen To
Suffer From A Chronic Illness?
Part 3
British Tanya Mawer is a mother to a.o. two girls with ME. In her blog of
Saturday, 21 February 2015 under her penname Crazy Purple Mama she writes
about the kind of life they are forced to live and what they do encounter. We split
it up into three parts. This is the last one
Day 17. How would things be different if you weren't ill?
That's impossible to answer, how am I suppose know or
even be able to guess?
I'd be doing dance, I'd be very smart, most likely, since I
learn very quickly and I'd probably be focusing on school
more than anything and not on my illness.

Day 18. Do you think you have become a better person through being ill?
Explain.
I couldn't answer this so I asked my mama and she said "You have grown wise
beyond your years, show empathy towards others, are nurturing, caring and
compassionate. You appreciate the smallest gestures of kindness towards you and
give so much love back in return. This illness has taken so much away from you
but it has made you a wiser, more appreciative person who makes the most of
what you can do when you can do it."
I think I have, I have become wiser and more mature. Sometimes I feel as if this
makes me a bit displaced in my friend group but they're all lovely and don't treat
me like someone with am illness.
Day 19. How do you feel about the future?
The future scares the shit out of me.
I'm excited about the future, I know exactly what I want to do and hopefully will
be loads better by then.
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Day 20. Have you met anyone with the same illness? Did it help?
Not really met anyone else as such with M.E. as it affects everyone differently and
it may or may not come with other illness associated with it. I had OT group with
other people with ME but they were all affected differently and we didn't speak to
each other.
My sister has M.E. and became ill 2 years before me, which does help me to have
her around to talk to.
Other than my sister - I've met a few but the only people who have helped are
people my mums age because they're more experienced and are willing to share
what helps them. They're all very sweet and go out of their way to help someone.
Day 21. What networks or websites have you used for support or
information about your illness?
I have looked at information forwarded from Invest in ME website and The Young
ME Sufferers Trust, my mum is active on many support websites and is focused
on fund raising towards biomedical research & raising awareness , especially with
the Let's Do It For ME campaign group - so I get information indirectly from her.
Only really Facebook. I've tried AYME and other forums but have never really been
able to use them daily or even weekly, I don't have the energy to keep in touch
on them and so they just don't drag me in.
Day 22. How do you feel you have been treated by the medical system?
Explain.
I feel very let down as I had to go to a private doctor to get any help and we pay
for the osteopath since the hospital doesn't understand what we need. Everything
that helps we seem to have to pay for. The hospital only seems interested in GET
and what can save them money. I don't feel listened to, cared for or supported by
the medical system. If I was listened to and given treatment to help my symptoms
I don't think I would be ill anymore, or at least in less pain.
I think by certain people, like some Physiotherapists, some OT's and some doctors
have been really stuck up, rude and pushy about my illness but others have been
lovely. I now am working with a really lovely OT on how to gradually, slowly and
safely build up my muscle strength and core.
Day 23. What do you say to yourself when you need a pep talk?
I don't say anything to myself, I go to my boyfriend or my mum because I'm a
depressing fuck.
I don't give myself pep talks or really talk to people about my illness or my
personal problems, I don't like people in my business.
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Day 24. How have you managed to juggle your social life through your
illness?
Is this question also a joke? My social life depends on my health, but I do go out
once in a blue moon.
It's hard because I go weeks without seeing some people, but mainly it's alright.
I tend to stick to seeing people who I'm really close to alone and then the rest in
big groups.
Day 25. Name 5 activities you have managed to pursue while being ill and
5 activities you have done that you wouldn't have pursued if you hadn't
become ill.
I can't specifically answer this question but since being ill I have focused on the
arts and use art as a therapy.
Editing, I'm not a good singer really but singing, I used to love painting and I still
do occasionally, doing make up (special FX) and I can't think of a fifth. Mostly just
editing but that's an important one.
Day 26. What impact has this had on your friends, family, partner, parents
etc?
How am I supposed to answer that? I don't know, they haven't told me.
It's just made it a bit annoying and difficult, especially when it comes to making
plans for a few weeks time because I never know if I'll be well enough by then.
Day 27. What's the most helpful advice you have had?
"Listen to your body, stop before you get tired and rest."

Mostly just the pacing that has helped me, pacing is hard to get the hang of but
once you have and know your limits it really helps. Also, forcing yourself to only
sleep at night, if you can, helps.
Day 28. Name 5 things you have achieved despite your illness.
1. Discovered love of art and using different mediums.
2. Managing to maintain a successful relationship with my boyfriend despite
the many challenges.
3. Managed to reach max level on World of Warcraft.
4. My hair always looks uber brilliant hashtag swag
5. Eyebrows on fleeeeeeek
1. Doing editing,
2. Doing well in English and maths,
3. Going back to school via Nisai Academy Virtual School (so can go to lesson
when still in bed)
4. Maintaining friendships,
5. I can't come up with a fifth.
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Day 29. What has helped you cope with the stress of this lifestyle?
Medication ;)
Having my own space has helped, when I'm stressed and unwell, seeing people
just makes it all 10x worse so it's nice to be able to go and have some alone time.
Day 30. And finally - starting at your toes and working up to your head,
name each part of your body and how your illness has affected it, followed
by something you like about that part of your body.
This is such a hard question for someone with a chronic illness, most of the time
every single little part of you is affected but basically every part of my body hurts,
every part of my body is affected, my joints, my muscles, my gut, my skin, my
eyes, sensitivity to touch, smell, sounds, taste and sensitivity to light. Also, there
is the numbingly terrible fatigue.
This question is too long to answer, so I'm going to summarise and say which
parts of my body have been affected. It's mostly my back, shoulders, joints and
thighs, but the rest of my body can feel very achy and tired at times too.
I am finding that even though I am living with the girls reading their answers
makes me incredibly sad for what they are missing out on but also immensely
proud of them and how they keep fighting on to try and gain control over their
bodies and make the absolute best of the situation they are in. They grasp every
opportunity they are able to take and utilize it the best they can.
Bear with me hear if you suddenly think why is she going off topic ~ March heralds
the first ever British Heart Foundation DECHOX Challenge. Dave (hubby) scared
us rigid in December 2014 by having 3 heart attacks within a fortnight, it was
thanks to the excellent care by paramedics, emergency staff and cardiac unit that
he is now safely recovering and currently going through the intense cardiac rehab
sessions in outpatients twice weekly at the local hospital.
In gratitude to them I am taking part in their DECHOX challenge during March but
have also decided to split the fundraising between The British Heart Foundation
and Invest In ME Research because many ME sufferers also have resulting heart
issues due to the illness. Research from whichever corner into both the heart and
ME is vitally important in ensuring more lives are saved and treatments, along
with new diagnostic methods found.
If you would like to donate to or share our fundraising pages we, as a family,
would be enormously grateful. The links are below;
Donations towards British Heart Foundation can be given here;
https://www.justgiving.com/dechox2015-tanyamawer
Donations towards Invest in ME Research can be given here;
https://www.justgiving.com/FamilyMawerForME
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Finally, I leave you with this last word from the girls...
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Hope for Karina Hansen
With Help From
Save4Children
Save4Children is a charity created by the editors of the ME Global Chronicle
(http://www.let-me.be) to help the parents of children who have been forced into
psychiatric wards by authorities.
The charity works within the legal system to try to get the children released and
gives financial aid to parents who are unable to pay for legal assistance. They
helped in Joanne’s case and Joanne has been allowed to go home. Now they
would like to help Karina Hansen.
Two videos about Karina from 2013:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dk3e8IWj7M0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JTkkcvlvYf8
Karina is a severely-ill ME patient who has been held in a hospital against her will
for 2 ½ years. Her parents are still not allowed to see her. Her condition is worse
now than when she was forcibly removed in 2013.
She can no longer speak in full sentences. She sits in a wheelchair and mumbles
to herself. She is allowed to wear her earplugs as she becomes very distressed
when the nurses try to take them from her.
When she was first taken, she actively resisted treatment and was therefore given
the diagnosis of Pervasive Refusal Syndrome. This is the same diagnosis as Joanne
was given. Now Karina no longer resists treatment and the psychiatrists claim
that this is improvement.
Karina has never resisted eating, which is a core symptom of PRS, so of course
this diagnosis is completely ridiculous. Also, Karina is a young adult and PRS is
exclusively a pediatric diagnosis.
Although it does not look good for Karina at the moment, the fact that “Joanne”
has been released gives us hope. If you would like to help, please donate to
Save4Children at: http://bit.ly/1NAgGFF and click on “Doneer nu”
The money that is donated will be given to a volunteer non-profit civil rights group
called The Citizen’s Rights Movement (Borgeretsbevægelse) that has taken up
Karina’s case. CRM fights for cases that are examples of principle human rights
violations and they are finding many violations in Karina’s case.
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Donations you transfer specifically for Karina’s case
will be solely spent on her case.
The CRM documented that many laws have been
broken and are preparing cases in several branches
of the Danish court system. Lawyer, Jakob
Skjoldan, is a founding member of CRM and has
already written 2 letters to the Minister of Health
asking that the violations be looked into. The ME
Association of Denmark and Karina’s parents are cosigners of these letters.
The CRM is also investigating whether Karina’s stateappointed guardian, Kaj Stendorf, has a conflict of interest and should be
declared ineligible to be her guardian. Kaj Stendorf was the chief of police in the
city where Karina lived (Holstebro) when she was forcibly removed on Feb 12,
2013.
He retired shortly afterwards and on May 29, 2013, he was appointed as her
guardian. He therefore has a personal interest in the case as it would be very bad
for him if the actions of the Holstebro police are found to be illegal. And the CRM
believes that many laws were broken that day.
The CRM is also investigating whether Karina’s state-appointed lawyer, Anne
Grete Kampmann worked for Holstebro county before she was appointed as
Karina’s lawyer. This would also constitute a conflict of interest.
A court date has been set for Aug. 31, 2015 to decide if Stendorf should be
appointed as Karina’s permanent guardian. Lawyer Keld Parsberg is
representing the family for this court date, but the CRM hopes to get this delayed
until the question of eligibility can be investigated.
The court in Holstebro has refused to discuss any other questions about the case
at the upcoming August hearing. They will not discuss if it was legal to remove
her or to hold and treat her against her will. However, these issues are being
investigated by the CRM.
This case is important to all ME patients. If the Danish state is allowed to forcibly
remove an ME patient, take away her ME diagnosis, replace it with a psychiatric
one and then experiment on her with unproven research methods, it leaves the
door wide open for it to happen to other ME patients worldwide.
Until now, the CRM has been run on volunteer help, but the volunteers tell me
that there is a great need to hire a lawyer that will examine all the paperwork they
have collected and help them focus future work. All donations will go directly to
Karina’s case. So please donate to Save4children to help us get Karina released
and to make sure that this horrible injustice will not happen to other patients.
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Donations will be collected at the S4C site here: http://bit.ly/1NAgGFF
Danes can donate directly to Karina’s case here: http://bit.ly/1NmUFMz
Please write Karina on the donation
Information about Karina and the case can be found in this and future issues of
the ME Global Chronicle and at these sites:
- In English: Justice for Karina Hansen - find info under notes.
http://on.fb.me/1JczzPf
-

The Citizen’s Rights Movement – documents in the case in Danish
http://xn--borgerretsbevgelsen-xxb.dk/

New documents will be added as they become available.

Submitted by Rebecca Hansen
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The Release Of Joanne!
After almost 20 months in hospital Joanne was
finally released after the court had decided to
give parental rights back to her mother (with
some judicial obligations).
Joanne and her family still cannot believe that
she is back home again, they are so very happy
and the mother is so glad to have her parental
rights back but for this she had to make many
concessions, e.g. she had to agree for Joanne
to get psychotherapy and mother and
daughter are still under quite heavy
surveillance through the nursing service,
various therapists and the new GP who will all
give regular reports to the child protection
authorities and to the father.
Joanne was released from hospital with the
diagnosis "Pervasive Refusal Syndrome" (not
“severe ME”) and with many recommendations
from the clinic that the GP is eager to put into
action so there is still a long way to go until the GP gets it right and until Joanne
gets the rest she really needs (it is great that Dr Speight supports the family with
this).
At home many things have already changed for the better. At last Joanne feels
safe again. She said:"I am so happy to be at home, surrounded by love, cared for
by my Mum´s loving hands." When her dog jumped on her bed to say hello, tears
of joy came running down her face.
Joanne and her mother would like to express their deep gratitude to all who
helped to make this dream come true!
Without your help and the great support (emotional and financial) of so many
people this miracle would not have happened!

May God bless you all!
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8. Severe ME
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5 Lessons I’ve Learned As the
Partner of Someone with an
Invisible Disability
My partner has depression, anxiety, fibromyalgia, and
chronic fatigue, among other diagnoses we’ve received
over the years.
Watching my partner try to navigate a failing health
care system, much less get out of bed every day, has
been a sobering experience to say the least.
Sometimes, strangely enough, being with my partner
reminds me of something that happened to me as a
teenager.
One day when I was sitting in my living room when I heard a quick snap!
It was an enormous painting that hung over our fireplace, falling off the wall. I
remember watching it, seemingly in slow motion, as it came down from the wall,
breaking everything on the mantle until it eventually crashed onto the floor. It
happened so quickly that I couldn’t stop it, but so slowly that I could still
experience the complete and total helplessness of watching everything come
apart.
Being the partner of someone with an invisible disability can sometimes
feel like those moments – so painstakingly slow, seemingly endless, and
yet you are still too helpless to stop it.
A year goes by, three years go by, five years go by. The pain your loved one is in
is still the same, if not worse; you wonder how so much time could pass, and yet
how little the prognosis has changed.
Watching someone suffer, especially someone you love, is its own
personal hell. And worse yet, it feels like you can’t express just how desperate
you are, because you want to stay strong for your loved one.
While my pain will never compare to the pain my partner experiences every day,
I do want to create a space to talk about the experience I’ve had as a partner,
with the hopes that it can validate what other partners, guardians, and loved ones
are going through.
Here are a few things I’ve learned and if you’ve ever loved someone with an
invisible disability, you might know what I mean:
1. I’ve Learned How to Accept Feeling Completely and Totally Helpless
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I’ve always been the kind of person who wanted to fix everything. My partner
would tell me about a problem he was having, and I would pull out a pen and pad
of paper, meticulously taking notes and brainstorming a solution.
I thought that there was no problem on this earth that I couldn’t outline
our way out of. No issue could ever rival my pros and cons list, my Venn
diagrams, my research savvy. But I was wrong about that.
At some point or another, I realized that my partner’s disabilities were not a
problem I can or should “fix.” I noticed that my lists only created more stress, my
research was all information that my partner had already read before, and my
insistence that I fix everything only made things worse. R, bless their heart, was
already trying everything they possibly could; if there was a solution, R would
have already found it.
I had to learn how to accept the helplessness that I felt; I had to accept
that my so-called “solutions” and my detailed outlines were no match for
fibromyalgia, chronic fatigue, and mental illness.
Often times these “solutions” had nothing to do with my partner and everything
to do with the fact that I was unable to accept the reality of my partner’s struggles,
and unable to cope with my feelings about it.
My partner did not want me to fix
things.
And worse, I couldn’t fix things. My partner
just wanted me to help make the everyday
a little better – with our Netflix dates,
helping to cook dinner, accompanying him to appointments, and eventually,
supporting us financially when R couldn’t go back to work.
Realizing I was helpless in this situation was a tough but necessary pill to swallow,
so I could finally tune in and do what R needed from me instead of what I assumed
he needed.
2. I Learned That Even the Most Compassionate Partner Will Say the Wrong Thing
I write about social justice topics for a living and I grapple with bipolar disorder.
You would think that this would make me an ideal partner for R, that I would be
able to be compassionate in the way that he deserves. But you would not believe
the kinds of things I said to R when things got tough – I said things that were
completely terrible.
For example, when he left the workforce and I was left supporting us, the financial
strain led to a lot of distress. I remember one night, when I was panicked
about whether or not we would make next month’s rent, I found myself
saying things like, “We all have problems, I wish you could just push
through it. ”Holy shit, was that an ableist and problematic thing to say; it was
also the absolute worst thing to say to someone who is already suffering.
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But what I’ve realized throughout this process is that no partner is perfect.
Sometimes, we all reach a breaking point, and we say the wrong things. Being
someone’s support through these illnesses can be grueling, and when we neglect
ourselves, resentment can fester.
That is completely and totally normal.
So we take a breather. And we apologize, sincerely, and commit to
changing that behavior. And when that’s done, we have to forgive
ourselves, too – we have to recognize that we cannot be perfect all of the
time.
I recognize now that I’m going to
make mistakes. I recognize that I’m
going to say hurtful things. I
recognize that I’ve internalized a lot
of ideas about folks with invisible
disabilities, and that I have to work on
addressing that. It’s a process, an imperfect one at that, when we’re learning how
to care of someone who is struggling with invisible disabilities. Which means that
we not only have to be patient with our partner, but we also have to be patient
with ourselves.
3. I Learned That Ableism Is Alive and Well
The ableism wasn’t just internalized. The things people have said about my
relationship and about R have completely blown my mind – ignorance I never
thought I would hear from people that I respected. For example, a couple months
before R and I got married, a “concerned” friend told me that I shouldn’t be
marrying R at all. That, at 23 years old, I shouldn’t be anyone’s caregiver, and
that R was using his disability to take advantage of me financially.
“You’re young,” they said to me, “Why are you shackling yourself to
someone who’s just going to hold you back?”
Another friend told me that by being the sole provider for us, I was simply enabling
R’s so-called “dependency,” and that R would never get better because I wasn’t
“giving them a reason to be well.”
Yet another friend told me that R was too young to have a disability, and that if
R wanted to go back to work, he should just “suck it up and do it.”
Time and time again, I’ve had to pick my jaw up off the floor as people
have accused R of being exploitative, of faking an illness, of being lazy,
of being a burden.
My partner! My partner in life, someone they didn’t even know – the most
compassionate, loyal, funny, brilliant, and wonderful person I know. They talked
about R as if he wasn’t even human.
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I realized firsthand the kind of prejudice people carry against folks who are living
with these disabilities, folks who are already doing the very best they can, folks
who are already struggling with all this within themselves and don’t need to be
scrutinized any further.
It’s cruelty beyond what I’d ever imagined I would encounter – and all this from
so-called friends.
4. I Learned That I Need to Take Care of Myself, Too
You might think that this would go without saying, but I have to remind myself,
often, that I need to take some time and some space to put myself back together.
Sometimes I get so caught up in my role as a provider that I forget to go out, to
take a breather, to do what I need to do to be healthy. I forget that I’m allowed
to enjoy myself; I forget that I’m allowed to step back and nourish myself.
Self-care is so important, regardless of what you’re going through, but it
is vital for anyone who is trying to act as a caregiver in any capacity.
It can feel selfish to have a good day when your partner is in bed, trying to manage
their pain. You might even feel a little guilty about it, too.
But it doesn’t do anyone any good if you’re sinking into
the quicksand of despair – it’s not good for you OR your
loved one.
What have you done for yourself recently? Take some
time. Self-care isn’t selfish; it’s psychologically necessary.
5. I Learned That Loving Your Partner as They Are in This Moment Is Crucial
I found myself fantasizing about the days when things would be better.
Maybe one day R would have more spoons, and we could go out more; maybe
one day R would have more energy, and go back to work; maybe one day, R
wouldn’t have so much pain, and we could take classes together, or see friends
more often, and so on, and so forth…
There’s a difference between being optimistic in the face of adversity and building
unfair expectations. And my fantasizing sometimes left me despondent, thinking
about how I wish R could be instead of loving and embracing who and where R
is. It’s difficult to accept our loved ones in the moment, without getting
swept up into who they were prior to their disability (if the onset was
later) or who we would like them to be in the future.
But your loved one is living in the moment, right now, and needs you to be there
for them in that moment, too. It’s impossible to be present if you’re living in a
fantasy instead of reality. I eventually got to a point where I realized that my
expectations were damaging to our relationship.
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And so I tried to identify my needs – whether it was a need for intimacy,
or more time together, or space for myself – and tried to find a
compromise that we could reach, in the moment, to ensure my needs
were being met without placing impossible demands on my partner.
For example, if I was fantasizing about going out on a date, we would arrange a
date night at home – buy a new kind of ice cream, find a movie we’re both excited
about on Netflix, build a blanket fort, and light up the twinkle lights. We would
make the special occasion happen at home, so my need could be met without
pushing R beyond his capacity.
If I was fantasizing about R going back to work, I investigated better job
opportunities for myself, or reexamined our budget to see if I could alleviate any
of the financial stress I was feeling (this, of course, is an ongoing process). We
also looked for government assistance and community resources that could help
us with the burden.
And of course, if needed, I sought out
a therapist or a friend who could hear
me out about my frustrations; I made
sure I was dealing with my feelings in
a way that wasn’t burdening my
partner, so I could continue to remain
grounded.
It was difficult to accept where R was,
but once I became more present, we
were able to grow closer again. Living
in a fantasy isn’t healthy – for you OR
for your relationship.
My relationship with my partner may
never be “normal.” R may never have
the energy to go out dancing, and he
may always be in too much pain to go
back to work. Truth be told, I don’t know what the future holds. But as time has
gone on, and I’ve learned how to better support R and take care of myself, I know
that it’s enough to have this person that I love by my side – even with every
difficulty, every hiccup, every scare, it has been worth it.
Being the partner of someone with invisible disabilities has been, at
times, heartbreaking. It has taken a long time to find a way to accept things as
they are, and to be there for R in the way that they deserve. It’s been an imperfect
journey, and a difficult one, too. But with mutual respect and patience, we have
built a life together that makes us happy. And I wouldn’t trade that life with R for
anything in this world.

Sam Dylan Finch
Source: http://bit.ly/1Mb72fm
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There Has Been A Failure
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Breaking The Silence
“I broke the silence on October
12, 2006; that day I believe we
were the first to raise awareness
on YouTube of the incredibly
serious nature of Severe ME.
These days my wife is infinitely
more ill than she was then. I am
still speaking out, Stonebird, is
my platform. That video was the
beginning.
Facebook had just been invented, the first tweet had just been sent, there was no
such thing as an iPhone, but there were over 100 million websites. And a pressing
need for a ground-breaking Severe ME site.
Most ME websites back then and still today, do not seem to take into account the
complex visual, movement, colour and cognitive difficulties, that people with ME
can experience. They are often way too wordy or have fast moving or flashing
images, painful garish colours and masses of complex information far too long and
detailed to follow or hard to find. Site navigation is often dire.
I wanted to build an ME-friendly website.
But first, I had to learn web design!! I took a book out of the library, it seemed
hopelessly complicated and impossible to understand.
So, there I was trying to figure out how to build Stonebird. As you can see,
eventually I succeeded!
http://www.stonebird.co.uk
As an unwaged, full time carer, it was not easy, but I managed to get a carer
grant to learn how to write HTML and CSS, then built Stonebird as part of the
course (gaining a distinction!). I was hooked by then and with another grant under
my belt, spent a further year learning how to code in Javascript, so I could add
interactivity to websites.
These days I study web design at every opportunity.
My beloved wife is diagnosed with a very severe form of Myalgic Encephalomyelitis
that is nothing like the fatigue focused, minimised illness that you will see
misrepresented as ME in general today; the idea for Stonebird came from her.
I had literally bought her a stone bird, in a local craft shop to look at when she
was most ill and perhaps hold or touch for comfort. She loved its shape and feel,
the coolness of the stone, the beauty of the curves.
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It reminded her of herself, trapped inside her body, but still there was a beauty,
a spirit, that is indomitable and intrinsically of value, even when nothing is
physically possible. Still your heart can shine.
A passionate belief in the value of each and every person, no matter how ill, how
battered, how tormented, how hidden and physically unable, because of ME, was
the genesis of Stonebird and is the light that we shine, the battered flag that we
hold aloft still.
These days Stonebird is respected around the world, as a valuable resource for
people with Severe ME and their carers. Recently I had to update it; Google are
heavily pushing for websites to be fully responsive on all web platforms, mobile
and desktop; what a steep learning curve!
Web design keeps you on your toes, in terms of continual learning, as does caring
for someone with Severe ME. I find I constantly have to grow in awareness of the
profound and complex needs of my wife and my responses. I cannot afford to ever
get stuck.
After over two decades of caring for Linda, I was thrilled to be shortlisted by the
British Journal of Nursing and was one of three finalists for the Nurse of the Year
Award 2015. As my gift to people with Severe ME for their support, I created and
published a free App, on caring for people with Severe ME, The Moment Approach;
it aims to raise awareness of the vital need to understand the illness and the
devastating hypersensitivities.
You have to keep dreaming. I wondered could I publish a book unlike any other
on ME, illustrate it, format it as a manual, make it carer-centred, make it selfreflective, make it informative, interesting to pick-up and above all make it
inspiring ??
After immense effort, Severe ME: Notes for Carers has just been released. I hope
it helps.
http://stonebird.co.uk/Notes/index.html
I vowed long ago I will raise awareness of the awful suffering and isolation of
Severe ME, shout it from the rooftops. So I broke the silence, came up fighting.”

Greg Crowhurst
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Pain In Caring
There is pain in caring for someone as ill as my wife; I made this list:
1. The pain of my presence, my voice, my thinking even, my attempts to try and
be quiet, increasingly being too much for her to bear.
2. The pain of her total suffering, paralysis, deep isolation from anyone and
everything, the absolute littleness of her life.
3. The pain of the immensity of the illness, in its face we are only a dot - at least
that is
what came to me in a reflective drawing recently- a powerful dot of fire though,
that will never
give up!
4. The pain of the hours spent coping, my wife never comfortable, never finding
any relief anywhere, moving from lying to sitting, always being pulled back into
paralysis and exacerbation of symptoms.
5. The pain of feeling less and less confident, hopeful, certain of a cure one day.
6. The pain of getting older, it has been more
than two decades now, realising my body is
slowing, is not as strong as it used to be, to help.
7. The pain of witnessing the psychiatric lobby
still going from strength to strength, in contrast
to our diminishing situation.
8. The pain of being so alone; knowing there is
not one ME group that is waging an effective
fight.
9. The pain of fighting so hard, yet the illness is still left untreated and is taking
its tragic course, regardless.
10. The agony of my wife whispering to me, at 2am that the pain is too much to
bear.
Speaking as a husband, this is a place where love is required; I know that only
love transcends the illness.

From "Notes for Carers", Greg Crowhurst
http://stonebird.co.uk/Notes/index.html
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9. News from
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Australia

.

Have your say in Australia’s healthcare future
The Australian Government is inviting you to contribute to the
reform of the health system and delivering a Healthier Medicare.
One of the priority areas is better supporting people with chronic and complex
health conditions, including mental health conditions, through primary health
care.

This survey has been announced alongside the release
of a Discussion Paper by the Primary Health Care
Advisory Group, to examine options for health reform
and provide a report to the Australian Government in
late 2015.
Your responses to this survey will inform the Primary Health
Care Advisory Group and help determine how to best improve the primary health
care system.

For further information and submitting reactions:
http://bit.ly/1HIliUP

News from Queensland
Upcoming meetings
September
2nd September 2015
10.00am – 12.00pm Caring and Sharing
October
7th October 2015
10.00am – 12.00pm Caring and Sharing
Location: Dr Price Room, 6 Little Street Toowoomba.
ENQUIRIES
Phone Office: (07) 4632 8173
Office Hours
11am – 3pm Tuesday to Thursday
Phone/Fax: (07) 4632 8173
Email: mefmtba@bigpond.com
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/mecfsfm.qld
Website: http://www.mecfsfmq.org.au
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PHOTOCOPIED ARTICLES FOR AUGUST 2015
No 1 Roadmap for Chronic Fatigue Syndrome and Fibromyalgia - 40c
By Bruce Campbell
Reprinted with permission from CFIDS and Fibromyalgia Self Help website
No 2 Coping with the Impacts of CFS and FM - 50c
By Bruce Campbell
Reprinted with permission from CFIDS and Fibromyalgia Self Help website
No 3 Relationships: Stresses and Strategies - 40c
By Bruce Campbell
Reprinted with permission from CFIDS and Fibromyalgia Self Help website
PHOTOCOPIED ARTICLES FOR SEPTEMBER 2015
No 1 Managing Stress and Feelings - 50c
By Bruce Campbell
Reprinted with permission from CFIDS and Fibromyalgia Self Help website
No 2 Acid-Alkali balance - 20c
By Dr Myhill
Reprinted with permission from Dr Myhill’s website
http://doctormyhill.co.uk
All photocopied articles are available individually or as a set for the advertised
prices plus 50cents to cover postage

Source: The Queensland Communicator, August 2015
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Belgium

.

Parliamentary Committee would welcome a more effective
diagnosis and treatment of CFS
To come to a proper diagnosis and treatment of ME, there need to be worked on
three fronts:
Medical research
Political
Societal
The Parliamentary Committee is only working on one level but has a large impact
on the other two.
This Parliamentary Committee calling for a better diagnosis and treatment of CFS
now, could be an incentive towards a solution. The unanimously approved
resolution orders the Belgian Federal Health Care Knowledge Centre (KCE) to
evaluate international studies and practices together with the biomedical model
and the biopsychosocial model. They will search for evidence based approach and
finally they therefore also have to look at the neighbours.
The first line will play an important role in communication with the patient but
therefore needs to receive a proper education first, which unfortunately is not
present now. Here already the general practitioner plays a key role.
As we already have indicated in response to the public session of the Parliamentary
Health Committee of March 12, 2014, the focus should be on the results. Not the
number of members of an association is of importance but rather how effective
this association is. Therefore we need a well-structured movement which if
necessary consists of several associations working together towards the same
goals. Not the coffee party is important, but coming outside to inform people is of
importance, like the WUCB does which travels around the country with its shows.
We all know there is a controversy in the naming, and correctly. CFS is a name
that evokes and displays a wrong clinical picture.
Surely there should be done something about this as well. ME – Myalgic
Encephalomyelitis is an already existing name that does not already show
incomprehension towards society.

Eddy H. Keuninckx
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Canada

.

Two-day exercise study
http://on.fb.me/1LhlSAI
We are looking for women who have been diagnosed with
ME/CFS for a research study. This is a and will take approximately 7 hours of your
time
You must meet the Canadian Consensus Criteria and Fukuda definition for
ME/CFS, to be confirmed with your physician
You must understand English
You do not have any other complex medical condition
You are over 19 years of age
Your participation is voluntary. If you are eligible and agree
involve 1 visit to Vancouver General Hospital, 2 visits to BC
and 2 home visits. Blood work will be taken and you will be
questionnaires about your medical history and quality of life.
are done at home.

to take part it will
Children’s Hospital
asked to complete
The questionnaires

There will be some compensation if you are enrolled in this study and you will be
reimbursed for parking or bus fare from within the lower mainland.
If you are interested or would like more information, please contact the clinical
research coordinator at sparker@cheos.ubc.ca
This study is being conducted by Dr. David Patrick and has been approved by
the Office of Research Ethics at the University of British Columbia

Patient engagement in research
The federal government has ponied up with the cash and researchers want more
patient engagement in health research, but defining what this means — and
developing a framework for implementing it — is an ongoing process.
Patient engagement in research, which can include everything from consulting
with patients on how to design trials to tailoring research to patient needs, is
fostered by the Canadian Institutes of Health Research (CIHR) Strategy for
Patient-Oriented Research (http://bit.ly/1TPXafq) (SPOR) program.; since 2011,
it has been allocated $60.5 million.
SPOR provides partial funding for provincial and territorial Support for People and
Patient-Oriented Research and Trials (http://bit.ly/1K2yome) (SUPPORT) Units,
with the remainder coming from ministries of health, provincial health research
organizations, and in some cases, health authorities, academic institutions and
industry.
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A common concern is the fear of involving patients in research in only a token
way. Dr. Neil Andersson, director of the Participatory Research at McGill
(http://bit.ly/1hjG20w) (PRAM) in Montréal, says "We have a real issue with the
cardboard cut-out of participation where you designate someone, often fairly
articulate, and almost always someone pretty smart, to be the patient
representative." CIHR is aware of potential tokenism and has plans to mitigate it.
SPOR's manager Nancy Mason MacLellan says, "Meaningful engagement of
patients is not simply having a patient on a committee so you can check a box to
show that it has been done." SPOR intends to "monitor how recipients of CIHR
funding are engaging patients not only to ensure that it is occurring, but also to
understand how it is being done."
Source: http://bit.ly/1UPk1EX

Submitted by Allison May
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Czechia

.

28 marathons for Invest in ME
On Sunday 3 May 2015, one of the most beautiful marathons in
the world took place in the Czech Republic – the Prague
Marathon.

Our patient community had its own iron in the fire: Mike Harley, a brave young
man from the United Kingdom who would like to run 28 marathons across the
European Union for Invest in ME (IiME), came to Prague to run his second
marathon.
Mike was welcomed in the Czech Republic by the family of an ME sufferer (in the
photo), the Czech ME patients’ website published an article about Mike’s
endeavour as did the Prague Marathon official website.
We supported Mike during the race as well, along the route of the marathon.
Mike finished the marathon in 4 hours 7 minutes, an excellent time, and the
amount raised for Invest in ME, to research our illness, increased from £450 to
£1,100 after the race and it is still going up thanks to Mike’s supporters.
You can donate here: https://www.justgiving.com/mikeseumarathons
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Denmark

.

Hello everyone. We have some news to share. First and
foremost, we are rejoicing in the fact that the Norwegian doctors
have released the follow-up study on Rituximab with positive
results.
Second, there have been elections in Denmark, which resulted in a new
government. The new government has been appointed and the new Health
Minister is Sophie Løhde and the new Justice Minister is Søren Pind. Let's cross
our fingers that they will do what the previous government did not, and help
Karina.
Also, we have some news more specific to the followers of this page (justice for
Karina Hansen, http://www.facebook.com/JusticeForKarinaHansen?fref=nf
The donation campaign for the Hansens Familys legal fees have come to an end.
We will share a note from Per & Ketty below. The donation amount reached a
stand still at 40.590 DKK, and the District Court case alone cost a little over
200.000 DKK. Since there have not been any donations made for quite some time,
they decided they would close down the fundraising campaign.
They also have been given a new run in the City Court, and so far the tone seems
slightly more positive. Parsberg have been appointed as their lawyer, so at least
they don't have to cover the costs from their own pockets this time. The court
date is August 31st.
Here is the message from Karina's Parents:
"We hereby want to say thank you very much to everyone who has donated money
for the trial regarding the disempowement of Karina. The donations have been an
indescribable help, and we are deeply grateful.
THANK YOU SO MUCH TO EVERY SINGLE ONE of you that have donated.
Thanks a lot to Doctor Stig Gerdes that have initiated the donation campaign the donation campaign is now stopped.

Best Regards
Karina's parents, Per & Ketty Hansen"
Source: http://www.facebook.com/JusticeForKarinaHansen?fref=nf
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Finland

.

Every fall Unliitto ry (an association for patients with different
kinds of sleep disorders, like narcolepsy, restless legs etc) holds a
national sleep society education days in Finland.
These are meant for all the health care professionals.
First time in Finland one theme is CFS/ME. There are five different health care
professionals that educate about CFS/ME. This is really a big and important thing
for us.

Mike Harley is running a marathon in every country in the EU (28 in total) raising
awareness/funds for Invest In ME (http://www.investinme.org) a leading ME
research charity.
He has run the Helsinki City Marathon on August 15.

Paula Aarnio

Finally home! Boat, Train, Bus, Plane, Train
and a 3 hr drive but all totally worth it.
Lots of thanks now; Suz & Chris for having us
to stay, the Finnish ME Association and
everyone we met in Helsinki, Invest In ME for
their awesome support and everyone who has
sponsored me for this one including those from
today/yesterday
(Sally
Bailey,
Nicola
Horsey, Ben & Cathy, Lynne Allan and
Claire Nance).
Biggest thanks to Cat for being amazing and sharing this crazy journey with me.
Am a bit sore after yesterday but very happy to have ticked off another one, just
25 to go! Next up is Dublin on October 26th. Hoping that we're helping to raise
the profile of ME and the need for research projects in some small way. Both
Finland and Czech Rep have been fantastic so far.
Full race report and pics later in the week, cheers for following and all the
likes/shares/nice messages (http://on.fb.me/1Jbt9LO)

Mike Harley
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Germany
Fundraising
Stiftung”

projects

.

of

the

foundation

“Lost

Voices

What is the Lost Voices Stiftung?
The Lost Voices Stiftung was founded in Germany in 2012. Their mission is to
improve
and
extend the management, care
and
rehabilitation of people
suffering
from
the neuro-immunological disease
Myalgic Encephalomyelitis (ME). For this aim, the foundation wants to raise public
awareness and spread factual information on the disease as well as to ask for and
promote research on the cause, the treatment and cure of the disease.
The foundation wants to support projects which promote the transfer of
international knowledge resulting from biomedical research. In particular, the
foundation aims at improving the difficult situation of children and young adults
with this disease and wants to support their parents and improve the possibilities
of education for the children and young people with ME. For these aims the
foundation wants to raise funds for research and for improving health care.
Fund raising projects of the Lost Voices Stiftung
At present, the foundation has initiated and supported several fund raising
projects in order to support the research of the Charité in Berlin. These three
projects are described on their website: http://bit.ly/1UQETf5
They describe several ways to donate and to initiate own new crowd funding
projects here: http://bit.ly/1LiHugb
The research project of Prof. Carmen Scheibenbogen, Charité Berlin
The present research project of the Institut für Medizinische Immunologie of the
university clinic Charité in Berlin investigates the reaction of the immune cells of
ME/CFS patients to an EBV infection and how these cells control the infection.
Moreover, there are several strains of EBV.
Healthy people are often only infected with one single strain but in case of
immunological disturbances the patient may have several strains. Therefore the
Charité in Berlin wants to find out by which strains ME/CFS patients are infected.
The aim of this research project is to better understand the cause of ME/CFS, and
this might be the basis for an improvement of diagnosing and treating ME/CFS.:
http://bit.ly/1Jf1PAB

Submitted by Regina Clos
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Great-Britain
Help shape research in the NHS!
The UK’s National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) is asking
for suggestions from patients, carers and members of the public
for tests and treatments that need to be researched.
The NIHR is acknowledging that we have a detailed knowledge of living with our
conditions and would like our insight. This is another way to have our say, as well
as the two current public engagement opportunities I’ve previously blogged about,
NHS Citizen and Accelerated Access Review (http://bit.ly/1IJTvYc).
M.E. patients in the UK are all too aware of the ways the NHS falls short in its
tests, treatment and care for people with our illness, and it often feels as if no one
cares or listens to what we need. We’re being asked for our suggestions for
research to be funded by NIHR for the NHS. Let’s step up and make our ideas for
research into new tests and treatments heard.
Tips and ideas:
If you don’t have a suggestion at the moment you can still submit it at a
later date as this is ongoing, unlike NHS Citizen and Accelerated Access
Review, which both close in September (http://bit.ly/1IJTvYc).
There are only three questions about your suggestion and your answers
don’t have to be long.
Read the information on NIHR’s Help us shape research page so that your
suggestion has a good chance of being used, including example answers
when you click on the questions at the bottom(http://bit.ly/1J5X8ct).
You could write in Word to start with, as tipsforme suggests in the first
comment below, so you can pace yourself without losing your answers and
check you’re within the character limits.
Don’t worry about adding references, or it being a perfect piece of writing.
You could also paste your submission in the comments section below to give
other people some ideas or Tweet about it using #ShapeResearch.
If you have any questions, you could try asking @OfficialNIHR on Twitter.
Here’s the form to fill in on the NIHR website http://bit.ly/1DMqaNW.
You can also apply to be a public reviewer of the research suggestions
submitted to the NIHR (http://bit.ly/1DPpCqk).

Emily Beardall
Source: http://bit.ly/1L823vC
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Norway

.

M.E. awareness news from Norway – PM gave opening
speech at awareness event
I’ve started off my new blog with a “good news” story about M.E. awareness from
Norway as this is a fitting end to a successful M.E. awareness month.
An arts and crafts exhibition, “Creating my freedom”, was organised by the Oslo
& Akershus branch of the Norwegian Myalgic Encephalopathy Association and
supported by the Norwegian government, for International M.E. Awareness Day
on 12th May. The event had a very important guest, the Prime Minister of Norway,
Erna Solberg, who opened the event with a passionate speech about M.E. Clips
and an interview with her were then shown on the Norwegian national news
programme.
70 People with M.E. from all over Norway donated over 700 art and craft exhibits,
which raised a total of 70.000 Norwegian Kroner (£6,000) for ME research at
Norway’s Haukeland University Hospital in Bergen, where Fluge and Mella
are carrying out the Rituximab trial (http://bit.ly/1IPprXX). Inger Cecilie Hågbo
had the idea for the event and led the team of volunteers organising it.

PM Solberg giving her opening speech
(credit: Tom Lund)

PM Solberg with some of the exhibitors
(credit: Tom Lund)

PM Solberg talking with an exhibitor (credit: Tom Lund)
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Prime Minister Solberg acknowledged during her visit that M.E. patients had been
very much neglected by the health system over the years and said that this should
not continue.
“We haven’t had anything to offer to this group, and they have been met with
negligence in the health care system. This is because there have been a lot of
prejudices towards this illness; that this is the result of a psychologically, almost
wanted illness”, Solberg said in her interview to Norwegian national television,
NRK.
“It really is a scandal. The patients have been met with a lack of respect just
because we haven’t had enough knowledge. The worst thing is that we haven’t
worked very hard to get this knowledge either. It is important that the health care
system make research on ME a priority”.
Acting Secretary General of the Norwegian Myalgic Encephalopathy Association,
Trude Schei, commented, “The Association has a strong wish that this
government will follow up with funding in order to provide better care, and to fill
the huge gap caused by the lack of funding from previous governments during the
last decades. As the Prime Minister says, it is a scandal”.
A contributor to the exhibition said of the event, “The day was unique because I
wasn’t seen as just a patient, a passive complaining victim of an unfair illness.
The exhibition gave me an opportunity to show a different side of myself. I was
part of a national collective voluntary effort, and together with many others I got
the opportunity to be engaged, and to not only be an ill person in need of help.
Together, we were able to show all the people of Norway that we who have this
illness called M.E. don’t want to be defined as a diagnosis, we also have another
identity – the persons we really are. We want to get well and we have a lot to
contribute, she says.
“If we get well, we can come back into society again. We are bursting with
creativity and engagement. We want to do something; we want to contribute like
we have done with this exhibition. Now we have proved that we can do something,
that we don’t give up, even though we have limitations and experience resistance
due to this illness”.
“Tåkeheim”, Ellen Wilberg Watercolor, gouache
and ink
This beautiful painting by Ellen Wilberg depicting
brain fog is an example of the high class of work
which was donated to the exhibition by M.E,
patients from all over Norway. Ellen will be
printing post cards of the painting and she can be
contacted
via
her
Facebook
page:
http://on.fb.me/1gmL7nw
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In connection with the Creating my freedom exhibition, Josefine Rausand made
a film, “ME is not an invisible disease”, about everyday life for M.E. patients, which
had over 78,000 views just in the first week of being online.
The film has several different language versions and can be found at the
exhibition’s website, http://www.creatingmyfreedom.org/, along with more
information and photographs from the event.

Emily Beardall
http://bit.ly/1McqSoS
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Northen Ireland
Wednesday July 8, 2015 marked a transition The Newry & Mourne ME Fibromyalgia group became:

Hope 4 ME & Fibro Northern Ireland.

And there was cake!
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The Netherlands
The citizens initiative to recognize ME as a biomedical
disease has arrived at a critical stage. More info about it
and the Groep ME Den Haag in the section Grassroot of this
issue of the ME Global Magazine. Along with the Group other organizations
– of which there are several in the Netherlands – were requested to give
their input and opinion on several questions of the Health Council of the
Netherlands as well, and did so earlier in August. After their summer-recess
the HC will start working on their task to formulate an advice about ME to
the Dutch parliament
The first international ME-conference in the Netherlands (section Events in
this issue) is approaching fast and will be held on Saturday September 26th
2015 in Amsterdam, from 9 a.m. till 5 p.m. It is being organized by the
ME/cvs
Vereniging
(ME/cfs
Association)
from
the
Netherlands
(http://www.me-cvsvereniging.nl), a rather small organization with some
450 members. So there’s an extreme burden on the shoulders of a relatively
small group of persons, all of them patients. Speakers will be dr. Byron
Hyde from Canada, dr. Neil Harrison from the UK, prof. Frans Visser
from the Netherlands, dr. Nigel Speight from the UK, as well as dr.
Annemie Uyttersprot and ME-dietician Christine Tobback from Belgium
The day before the conference filming of webinars for the project Science to
Patients (http://www.wetenschapvoorpatienten.nl) (section Science in this
issue) will take place of Dr. Hyde en Dr. Harrison. During the fall 7
webinars of Dr. Bateman will be broadcast, and starting aqpproximately in
February 2016 the webinars of Drs. Hyde & Harrison.

If you want them to discuss a specific topic, please mail it to contribute@let-me.be
As the webinars are meant to be based on questions from patients, we will give
priority to your requests.
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10. Vote For…
US Congress: ME Patients Around the World Care
About Funding Equality
To: The United States Congress
Petition-leg for readers not living in the USA sign: http://bit.ly/1PdnmdJ
For American citizens: http://bit.ly/1NhEXQG
Pro State: http://bit.ly/1KXpgR7
Myalgic encephalomyelitis (often referred to as Chronic Fatigue Syndrome or
ME/CFS) is a severe neurological disease that affects at least 1 million Americans
and leaves half of its victims disabled and unable to work. Many patients are
considered at a greater functional impairment than those with congestive heart
failure, multiple sclerosis, and end-stage renal disease.
The disease’s annual impact to the US economy is an estimated $24 billion in
health care costs, lost wages, and lost productivity. However, at present the U.S.
government does not have a research plan in place to mitigate this profound cost
to society.
Currently, the U.S. National Institutes of Health (NIH) funds only $5 million per
year for research into this disease. As the only moral response to more than thirty
years of official and medical neglect of this illness, we demand that Congress
increase NIH research funding to $250 million per year, a level proportionate to
the disease’s severity, prevalence and impact.
We, the undersigned patients, doctors, scientists, parents, children, family,
friends, caretakers and #MEAllies, demand full and immediate funding equality for
ME/CFS.
Why is this important?
In order to fuel the research necessary to uncover causes and find effective
treatments, we need Congress to fund ME/CFS at a level equivalent to that of
other similarly disabling neurological diseases.
With an estimated 17 million patients worldwide, the longstanding neglect of this
disease is a global issue. The US has a leading role to play in the hunt for a cure.
With this petition we say, the whole world is watching.
SHARE YOUR STORY
We want to present our elected leaders with real stories from the
lives of their constituents who have been affected by ME. When you
sign, please consider leaving a comment, story, or testimonial under
“reasons for signing.”
For all information on this and other grassroot activities: MEAction,
http://www.meaction.net/
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If any of you knows about a petition running or a Group participating in a contest,
or any topic worth publishing under this heading, please let us know.
Next issue will be published on August 22, 2015, so the actions which will be
brought under our notice should still run by then.
Petition to the WHO
Off late I created a petition and I hope you will support it, it's called:
Governments must comply to WHO ICD10 G93.3
This issue is very important to us as a family but also concerns many people
around the world, and together we can do something about it: to speed up
scientific research and give hope.
Please read more about it and support this petition here: http://bit.ly/1GnI3Am
Campaigns like this always start small, but they grow when people like us get
involved, please take a second right now to help out by supporting this petition
and passing it on.
Would you be so kind as to click the link to AVAAZ, filling in your e-mail address
on the site? With doing that, you support my petition to the World Health
Organisation in Geneva and all its 164 member states.

Thanks so much,
With Best Regards,
Frits de Bruyn and Family
Vote Daily To Help The National ME/FM Action Network Receive Research Money!
The National ME/FM Action Network in Canada is competing in the Karma Wellness
Water contest hoping to win $2,000 for research.
It requires daily voting through August 31, 2015. The
twenty charities receiving the top number of votes will be
included in a random drawing to select the ten winning
charities to receive $2,000 each.
It is easy to vote! Just go to http://bit.ly/groupkarma and
click on the vote button. There is no registration required and voting is once
every 24 hrs per IP address (one vote per computer). International votes are
welcome.
If you would like a daily reminder, please join the event at :
http://on.fb.me/1McuGXb to get a daily notification or email
office@mefmaction.com to receive a daily email.
Please vote DAILY to help the National ME/FM Action Network win $2,000 in
research money! Your support will be very much appreciated!
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Fund research into CFS/ME and educate health professionals
To: Prime Minister - David Cameron
I am one of the 250,000 people in
the UK suffering with CFS/ME.
We have great difficulty obtaining
DWP sickness and disability
benefits, often requiring an appeal
process which in turn results in
the
sufferers
symptoms
worsening due to all the stress it
causes. Some have even taken
their own lives. Actual figures
aren't being released by the
government.
Health Care Professionals need educating about CFS/ME. Many people with ME
experience long delays, sometimes over a year, in obtaining a formal diagnosis.
In the meantime, they are often given inadequate, or even inappropriate or
harmful advice, on management. This is because medical education on both the
diagnosis and management of ME/CFS at undergraduate and postgraduate level
is sketchy or even non-existent.
The 2007 NICE guidelines need a full revision. Suggestions from these guidelines
have reported to worsen the condition.
On top of this many parts of the UK do not even have a local hospital-based
specialist in which GPs can refer them to.
A lot more funding for biomedical research is desperately needed from the
government and shouldn't be left largely to the charity sector.
Please help us to get the help that we so desperately need.
Why is this important?
So that CFS/ME sufferers can finally be taken seriously and understood.
To stop so many people with this illness taking their own lives.
To get the medical and financial help for people with CFS/ME

Jacquie Cooper
http://bit.ly/1gQYpcm
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11. Major Fundraising
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LLEWELLYN KING IS RAISING FUNDS
To be able to continue his 100% free and very important and useful
interviews with well known scientists researching ME/cfs
Raised: $8,497
Goal: $20,000.00
Info: http://www.gofundme.com/5yhjdo
Donate to our YouTube channel here: http://www.gofundme.com/MECFSAlert
By donating to our GoFundMe page, you can fund future episodes of ME/CFS Alert
and aid us in our goal of comforting the sick, educating the doctors, and shaming
the government.

Ian Lipkin study. Raised: $220,712 from 1,116
donations!
The initial target has been set at $1 million.
The Center for Infection and Immunity is internationally recognized as
the world’s largest and most advanced academic center in microbe
discovery, identification and diagnosis.
The Center’s laboratories, directed by Dr. Lipkin, have developed and validated
techniques – high-throughput sequencing – for the rapid identification of diseasecausing microbes and have thus discovered more than 500 viruses: more than
anyone else. Dr. Lipkin and his team are actively engaged in state-of-the-art
research to identify the factors that contribute to the onset of ME/CFS. They aim
to provide insights into the disease that will allow for the development of
diagnostic tests and eventual treatments.
The Center is part of the Mailman School of Public Health at Columbia University
in New York.
Info:
http://phoenixrising.me/archives/21929
http://www.microbediscovery.org/
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Join together so that we are stronger; our friends have created "The ME/ CFS
crowdfunding campaign" facebook page (http://bit.ly/1GHPQMC) where they will
promote the ME/ CFS crowdfunding campaigns.
Please visit the page and "like it" to get more
information about the ME/ CFS crowdfunding
efforts and the current campaigns.
Their first crowdfunding campaign is for Open
Medicine Foundation's Severely Ill Big Data
Study: http://bit.ly/1JPAkip
"This is a hugely exciting study. The OMF End
ME/CFS scientific advisory board includes three
Nobel laureates and is headed by world-famous
geneticist Dr. Ronald W. Davis, whose son is a
severely ill patient. The researchers are looking for
distinctive molecular biomarkers for ME/CFS and they’re going to do this by
looking where the disease is burning brightest: in the most severely ill,
housebound and bedbound patients.
And they’ll bring a powerful ‘big data’ approach by taking samples of blood, saliva,
sweat, urine and feces, running a sophisticated and comprehensive battery of
tests, and using powerful data analysis methods to find those biomarkers.
They want to study 40 patients but they’ve set an initial, interim target to enable
them to get the study underway immediately: 15 patients at a cost of $25,000
each, for a highly achievable goal of $375,000 (£240,000, €330,000)." wrote
ME/CFS Crowdfunders.
Donate here! Let’s all work together to get those 15 patients funded!
http://bit.ly/1IeTYyB
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The fund called Save4Children has been initiated in March 2014 by the editors of
the ME Global Chronicle. We would very much appreciate your financial help with
this project to give financial support to parents whose children are forcibly taken
from home and ‘treated’ in psychiatric wards, like Sophia Mirza once was, and
the German 14 year old Joanne. She´s been released thanks to legal procedures,
partially financed by the Save4Children Fund.
The Fund will now direct its arrows to try and set free Danish Karina Hansen,
about whom you can read in the section ME & Children of this issue of the ME
Global Chronicle.
You can donate any amount through: http://www.geef.nl/doel/save4children
We are most grateful to Rebecca Hansen and other Danish patients and patients
advocates to have found out and informed us how donations to try and set Karina
free would be spent best, and for the informing article Rebecca wrote especially
for this issue.
Since last issue of the ME Global Chronicle an amount of € 379,34 has been
received from most generous donators. € 266,75 has been spent to cover the
expenses of a lawyer of the mother of Joanne, the 14-year old German girl who
is kept in a hospital against her wishes to undergo treatments a psychiatrist is
imposing upon her. Thanks to all of you she has been released last July and is
home again!
Please continue to donate, and if any a case like Joanne’s and Karina’s is known
to you, please let us know via info@let-me.be
We thank those of you who donated so generously from the bottom of our hearts.
The editors
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This year in 2015 for the "U.S. & elsewhere"
division of #chilliMEchallenge, funds go to
the biomedical M.E/CFS research at
Columbia University's Center for Infection
and Immunity of the Mailman School of
Public Health that most closely shares our
vision to find the root cause of M.E/CFS,
specifically Mady Hornig, MD, Ian Lipkin,
MD, Jose Montoya, MD, and colleague's
studies.
GET THOSE VIDEOS RECORDED!
THE CHALLENGE:
You or a friend/family member post a hilarious video eating a hot (or pretend hot
if you must) chili pepper or tabasco sauce and tag others you nominate/challenge
and donate, OR if not, just post the donation page link on your FB and if you
donated be sure to say so.
http://www.mailman.columbia.edu/chiliME
http://www.gofundme.com/chillimechallenge
https://chillimechallenge.wordpress.com/donate-here/

The Let's Do It for ME awareness and crowdfunding campaign in support of Invest
in ME charity's plans to establish a centre of excellence for translational biomedical
research for ME celebrated its 4th anniversary in July.
The campaign is currently fundraising for two major Invest in ME UK biomedical
research projects: The role of the gut microbiome in ME (based at Norwich
Research Park) and B-cell / rituximab research (based at University College
London). The campaign is run by people with severe ME so they need and really
appreciate all help from fellow patients or well supporters. Info and ways to help
are here - http://ldifme.org http://on.fb.me/1TNWNN3
The Invest in ME UK B-cell / Rituximab Research Fund has reached £395k of
£450k target.
A paper on the preliminary B-cell study will be published soon.
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12. Worth Noticing, Watching,
Hearing & Reading
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ME/CFS Alert
Video: https://youtu.be/zonWthdLcyk
ME/cfs Alert: Llewellyn King on the chilli
pepper challenge
Link to all videos:
http://t.co/Cg18CVnwhb

Llewellyn King, ME/cfs Alert,
produced by Llewellyn King and Deborah Waroff:

https://youtu.be/2ySJMbWX0FA
OMF's ME/CFS Severely Ill-Big Data Study Explained by
Stanford's Brian Piening, PhD

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q2Z_5M0gEbo&feature=youtu.be
ME is not an Invisible Disease, this is what we look like when
you don’t see us.
Norwegian production, with very moving music, 'Release Me'
from Martin Halla (Google Play • iTunes)

https://youtu.be/R2wZc8jU88Y
MEAction’s launch video to take (political) action

https://youtu.be/uSNE6JN0SxQ
Mady Hornig & Ian Lipkin take the #ChiliMEChallenge
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https://youtu.be/9_HwOUiImvw
This mini documentary reveals 3 stories of people (including the
son of Prof. Ron Davis) who have been impacted by ME. They
share emotions of treating loved ones with the disease, their frustrations of being
ignoring by members of society and the healthcare industry and express hopes of
treatment and research.
https://youtu.be/llCD1tHG2YM
Lenny Jason and his DePaul University research team
completed the ME Chili Challenge

https://youtu.be/ffI6QwaCsVw
The Compass Maker – poem by Marie H. Curran

https://youtu.be/ELrn7Ov4H54
I Have Chronic Fatigue Syndrome

https://youtu.be/2ySJMbWX0FA
Brian Piening, PhD, one of Stanford's researchers is so excited
about Open Medicine Foundation's ME/CFS Severely Ill-Big Data
Study that he made his own video to explain the comprehensive data that will be
collected.

Take a look (and stay) at the new, gorgeous website of Gabi
Lewis:
http://www.neuroimmunealliance.org/

Webinars Science to Patients from the patients’ perspective:
Je Suis ME, https://youtu.be/4teKG3pwFcY
ME: bigger consequences than just the disease itself,
https://youtu.be/14JM_1Vz2Z8
ME and my life: past, present and future, https://youtu.be/Xjg8fLP-BpM
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Stonebird is proud to announce the launch of "Severe ME:
Notes for Carers", a guide for people involved in caring
for those who have Severe ME/ Very Severe ME, focused
upon front-line carers and those new to the disease.
Caring for people with ME at the severe end of the
spectrum, can be extremely challenging to get right.
A high level of carer skill and awareness is required;
people this ill are extremely vulnerable to harm through
the wrong approach or the wrong timing.
Book link : http://stonebird.co.uk/Notes/index.html
This illustrated handbook is packed full of practical tips,
insights and guides to help the carer understand the
symptom experience, the signs and clues of deterioration and the specific
hypersensitivities the person might experience, so that they can meet need, with
awareness, in the right moment.
The focus is upon maximising the opportunity for successful interaction. The 241
page manual seeks to inform, inspire and, above all, uplift carers, through short,
practical, easy to read sections, self-reflective exercises and contributions from
fellow carers and those who are ill, from around the world.
There are “Notes” on:
The struggle people with ME face
How to care for someone with Severe ME
Employing and training carers
Creating a way forward
Caring for yourself
Greg Crowhurst, author, is an Educator, a Trainer, a Coach, with qualifications
in Nursing, Experiential Learning, Training & Development, Counselling, Life
Coaching, Web Design, plus an MA in Moral, Personal and Spiritual Development.
Greg has spent the last twenty years caring for his wife, Linda, who has Very
Severe ME.
As well as campaigning, representing, writing and conducting research on Severe
ME for the 25% Group, East Anglia ME Patients Group and Stonebird, Greg has
published two peer-reviewed papers on ME in The Nursing Standard and The
British Journal of Nursing.
In addition he built and published the first ever Severe ME App, the MOMENT
Approach App. In 2015 he was a finalist in the prestigious British Journal of
Nursing, Nurse of the Year Award.
This is his sixth book.
To purchase: http://stonebird.co.uk/Notes/index.html
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Myalgic Encephalomyelitis and Postviral Fatigue States – The saga of
Royal Free Disease by Melvin Ramsay – Book Review

If you read just one book, one document, or one paper
about Myalgic Encephalomyelitis, then let this book be it.
A. Melvin Ramsay (⋆1901 – † 1990), MA MD and
Honorary Consultant Physician in Infectious
Diseases, dedicated 30 years of his life to the research of
this disease and this book is a summary of his life’s work.
ME and Postviral Fatigue States
The books starts with an extensive description of the Royal
Free Disease, the outbreak at the Royal Free Hospital in
1955, followed by shorter descriptions of another 21
outbreaks in the UK, USA, France, Switzerland, Australia,
Iceland, …
At the time of writing of the book 52 outbreaks had been recorded. Some of the
outbreaks affected mostly women, in others the male/female ratio was 1:1, and
at least 2 outbreaks affected only men (army units). There is a lot more
information about each outbreak in the book: symptoms, number of patients,
location, the different names that were given to the disease, …
In the following chapter the differences and simularities between the endemic and
the epidemic form of the disease are explained.
In the early seventies ME became a synonym for mass hysteria in the public eye.
That was long before Simon Wessely, William Reeves or Boudewijn Van
Houdenhove took the stage. How did that happen? Well, a whole chapter is
dedicated to how this came to be and to the refutation.
The last two chapters are dedicated to an overview of research projects and a
discussion of what is known up to the time of writing.
Again, if you read only one document, one paper, or one book about ME, let this
book be it. I cannot recommend this book enough; it should be required reading
for every (aspiring) ME and even ME/CFS activist or advocate.
There is ME as described in this book by doctors who were there when an outbreak
occured, based on more than half a century of research, and then there is
contemporary ME, what patients’ belief it is and that can be something completely
different.
Besides the dozen or so different CFS definitions, Leonard Jason identified 4
different ME-definitions (Ramsay, London, Hyde-Nightingale, Goudsmit) and
that was before the International Consensus Criteria for ME were published.
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Historic ME, before the 21st century, was associated with a viral infection. If some
(fringe) scientists and lots of patient advocates are to be believed contemporary
ME can also be caused by toxins, bacteria, retroviruses, mold, whiplash, trauma,
chem-trails, electromagnetic field, vaccination, or stress.
Take for example the largest Belgian ME-organization, they have jumped on the
chronic Lyme bandwagon, claiming ME was chronic Lyme all along – after claiming
that ME was caused by XMRV just a couple of years ago.
Scientists who are supposed to be on our side and science-illiterate patient
advocates are in no small part to blame for ME becoming a synonym for CFS, a
wastebasket diagnosis.
In the six years that I am online as a patient, I might have met maybe a dozen
patients who have read this book, who have a good knowledge about what ME
really is, or who know the history of ME, but there are hundreds if not thousands
of patients who voice their opinion about ME every day.
Please, do our cause, your fellow patients, and future patients a favour and read
this book to make sure that your opinion is based on facts.

Thank you
Johan Mares, Belgium
http://bit.ly/1Mb53Yd
To order: http://bit.ly/1MOLZ19
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Katharina Voss: ME - Myalgische Enzephalomyelitis vs.
Chronic Fatigue Syndrom: Fakten Hintergründe
Forschung - Book review
A severe disease which is deliberately brushed under the carpet
by science and research, by the health care system and politics?
Whose victims are ridiculed, neglected and shunt off to
psychiatry?
Whoever believes that something like this would be impossible in our modern
world and that such claims could only be the result of an absurd conspiracy theory
should read Katharina Voss’ shocking book on the neuro-immunological disease
Myalgic Encephalomyelitis (ME).
Far from being a boring treatise on a rare disease, written exclusively for a few
experts, this well written book with its sophisticated language, interspersed with
black humor, reads like a crime story which you can hardly stop reading.
Katharina Voss reveals how within a few decades a once well described disease
which had been taken very seriously was turned into a conglomeration of highly
different “disorders”, dubbed with the ridiculous and belittling name “Chronic
Fatigue Syndrome”.
This hodge-podge creation seems to serve a single purpose: to make a truly life
destroying disease disappear under a pile of non-specific states of fatigue and to
hold it up to ridicule. Chronic Fatigue Syndrome – what a laughing stock. Aren’t
we all tired? And this should really be a serious disease?
However, on the basis of her thorough historic and scientific research Katharina
Voss asks for the motivation of the active, deliberate destruction of already
available knowledge on ME and for the prevention of research on such a severe
and quite common disease.
Why are approaches in research destroyed and obfuscated instead of fostered and
expanded with nowadays available modern technologies? Why are the few
scientists who dare to venture on this tricky subject discriminated against and
threatened, just like the victims of that disease? Why is there no funding of
biomedical research in ME?
Quite a few scientists have left the field of ME research or surrendered to the
diktat of belittling the disease and shifting it into the realm of psychiatry. More
than a few of them had their reputation and career destroyed, like for instance
the renowned microbiologist who had done research on HIV and cancer in the top
laboratories of the US for 30 years. Her name is Judy Mikovits.
She was even thrown in prison under false accusations, she was forced into
bankruptcy and more than once her life was in danger – just because she stood
to her research results which proved a widespread infection of the general
population ME patients and in particular with a new gamma-retrovirus.
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According to Katharina Voss’ literature research these gamma-retroviruses had
most probably been created inadvertently in vaccine production and/or by
xenotransplantation experiments in cancer research, had then spread into the
human population (perhaps by contaminated vaccines) where they now spread in
an uncontrolled and unknown way.
Already in the end of the 1980s researchers and leading health authorities must
have known from respective research that man-made new retroviruses might be
the root cause of ME epidemics and other diseases, and so they thought about
ways to both prevent panic in the general population and prevent new spiraling
costs after HIV had already caused immense costs.
It is proven that the big reinsurance
companies
engaged a few willing
psychiatrists to come up
with the myth of the
psychological origin of ME
and to spread this myth
widely in medical journals
Photo Regina Clos
and the media.
These gentlemen succeeded brilliantly with their mission, led by a certain Simon
Wessely, meanwhile knighted by the Queen for his “merits” in Gulf War
Syndrome, a vicious organic disease that he similarly defined as being of
psychiatric origin, indeed a true merit for the defense ministries and insurance
companies that thus saved billions in rents and compensation payments.
So there are substantial financial reasons to exclude people with ME and similar
diseases from medical care and social benefits – with the help of a fake
psychological ideology which locates the origin of their disease in their head and
thus blames the victims.
Their calculation adds up also for another reason: rendering an unknown severe
organic disease into the realm of psychiatry soothens at the same time the fear
and inferiority feelings of medical and other professionals as well as the fears of
average Joe, true to the motto: if it is all in their head then this can’t happen to
me, and it is all their own and not my fault. Truly a magic bullet against the fear
of an obviously transmissible disease.
In a both convincing and shocking way Katharina Voss reveals the archaic
relationship patterns, the mechanisms of marginalization and exclusion and the
cruel experiments on humans which take effect in our modern world when
individuals and institutions are confronted with frightening things like diseases
they cannot master, which are new or perhaps even a sign of the upcoming
Nemesis. These mechanisms and reactions remind in their structure those of the
Dark Ages.
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The most pitiable victims of these medieval mechanisms are children and young
people with ME and their parents. Katharina Voss describes a few cases which
show the cruelty of entire hospitals, child protective services, education authorities
and even courts that can only be explained by collective and institutional defense
mechanisms against fear and feelings of powerlessness.
Reason and humanity seemed to have vanished into thin air, and professionals of
all sorts trample on their professional ethics and the Hippocratic Oath. The way
in which society, politics and science handle this severe organic disease shows
that psychology renders itself once again as a complaisant instrument of power,
directed against people who are incapacitated, ill or dissident.
And nobody seems to realize that this is only the beginning of a development, a
slippery slope which will end in an inhuman society.
Pseudo-psychological “diagnoses” with the single intention to blame the victim of
a disease, of incapacity or unemployment serve as ideological justification for
revoking solidarity in a society. In Great Britain there are already public policy
developments where psychological interventions are being used to shape
decisions about work capability or access to state benefits.
People who refuse to submit to such compulsory “psychological” treatments - by
job center employees (!) - shall have their meagre benefits stopped completely.
In Germany, the same applies to people with ME. When applying for disability
pension they have to go to a psychosomatic clinic, and if they are unable to follow
the “treatment” regime they are all too often punished with having their benefits
withdrawn.
Psychological tools and techniques that can only be successful on a voluntary basis
and in a domination-free sphere are misused as an instrument of power, as a
weapon against people with a severe disease. This is a perverse fight against sick
people instead of fighting their disease.
The question should be allowed whether these
developments, described and analysed by
Katharina Voss, might be a first sign of a
newly emerging fascism which this time is not
directed against Jews, black people or
foreigners but against sick people, old people
and everyone who is unable to keep pace with
the madness of an ever accelerating world.
Once again, psychology is misused as a
Photo Regina Clos
weapon for enforcing power and financial
interests, a well-known pattern from all kinds of dictatorships.
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This book reveals much more than just the misery of people with ME. It is a
document of cruelties, a document of denial of diseases that may threaten
everybody, of denial of weakness which is an imminent part of human life.
In this sense this book is of concern for everybody. And unfortunately, it is not a
conspiracy theory but a thoroughly researched document of the madness that
spreads among us, in front of our very eyes.
Katharina Voss’ book is not only the best on ME that was so far published in
German (or even internationally) and thus a “must” for any ME patient and his/her
social environment but, with its 200 pages of literature, it is likewise a reference
book for health care professionals and other experts who want to learn something
about this subject matter.

Regina Clos, Germany
PS. With her blog meversuscfs at blogspot dot de Katharina Voss will keep us
updated in the future!
http://amzn.to/1Ixw303
http://meversuscfs.blogspot.de/
Deutsch-Übersetzung: http://let-me.be/download.php?view.22
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13. Poem – Beyond Help
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14. Column – To Say No
To say no or to make myself more ill?
“You have to learn to say no without feeling guilty.
Setting boundaries is healthy.
You need to learn to respect and take care of yourself”

The stings in my back, wrists and neck feel almost unbearable and I feel the tears
light up behind my eyes. At the moment, I can only think: why did I again let it
come this far? I’m angry with myself and how much fun the night actually was,
for me it is ruined. Again I think this is all not worth it and I really should look
better for myself, but why do I continue to go that terribly over my limits? I always
go too far; even though I know I cannot do something, I do it anyway.
Although I know I should really stop, I go on.
For me, saying no is a difficult issue. I love to always help others, being nice
towards others and to stay as much as possible in the social circle. Even it is often
at the expense of myself. The moment I say no to anything, I feel I disappoint
and abandon people – and thus fail – …
Every time you say yes to something, you say no to something else
Think about it. Actually, if I say yes to immediately stand up for others, I say no
to myself. So what I do know is discriminate myself and make myself more ill.
Fact. Because one symptom of ME/cfs is I badly recover after exertion. So actually,
I get more ill of exertion. Exertion I make to others.
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WHY DO I DO THIS?
Yes, that’s a good one. I would like to be
ready for people, jump up when they need
help. They should definitely not think I’m not
a real friend. I feel I’m overcompensating
because in my feelings I’m a bad friend
because actually I can only do a little. I feel
constantly guilty to other people because of
my illness, even though – I realize this while
typing now – that’s nonsense.
The realisation I really should take care more
about myself actually came because of the
documentary ‘Voices from the Shadows’, about the illness ME. Suddenly I saw
how worse it can become and how severe the illness actually is. Of course I do
know it and I feel it every day, but the realisation I really should take care more
about myself and have to say more often ‘no’ came in. Despite this, I notice I find
it still very difficult.
I would like so much to ‘be part of’, but apparently that’s not really possible in the
extend which I want. Which I find quite sad. For example, I have to call this
Saturday off. A friend and I have been looking forward to the Rainbow Run, a 5
km run in Eindhoven, for a year.
Of course I wouldn’t walk that, but she would drive me in the wheelchair. But
since I have been declining that much the last months, my doctor advised against
this. And for once, I have just listened to this. How angry this makes me, how sad
too... I’m not going to do this.
Hopefully for me this is the first step towards saying no, because it makes no
sense at all to ruin myself ‘to want to be part of’ or because of the fear I feel in
disappointing other people. You see, the only one I currently disappoint is me..
Do you have tricks on how you can learn saying no? Or is this really difficult for
you to?

With love,
Marjolein
http://bit.ly/1P6wuAY

Marjolein is a Dutch ME-patient who produces a
‘Lifestyle blog with limitations’: http://www.typischmarjolein.com/
Info on Voices from the Shadows: http://voicesfromtheshadowsfilm.co.uk/
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15. Events
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Swedisch National Society For
ME
A Conference on Severe ME/CFS and the way forward
The Swedish National Society for ME
Patients (RME) is arranging two
conferences on severe ME/CFS, one in
Stockholm on 19th October and one in
Gothenburg on 22nd October.
The conference will be held in English excepting the welcoming introduction.
In connection with the conference in Gothenburg we are also arranging a closed
researcher’s meetings on Wednesday 21st October in which those giving the
presentations at the conferences will be attending too.
The conference is free of charge and is aimed towards healthcare professionals
and politicians. Seats are limited. The general public may attend space allowing.
Last day for registration 30th September.
Please contact info@rme.nu for registration or questions.
Web: http://www.rme.nu
Program in Stockholm:
ME/CFS background, symptoms and research: Daniel L. Peterson, MD,
Simmaron Research, USA.
Distinct differences in plasma immune signatures between early and late
stage of ME/CFS: Mady Hornig, MA, MD, Director of Translational
Research, Center for Infection & Immunity and Associate Professor
of Epidemiology, Columbia University Medical Center, USA.
ME/CFS case definitions and the importance of a name: Leonard Jason,
PhD, Professor of psychology and Director of the Center for
Community Research, DePaul University, Chicago, Illinois, USA.
Presentation of the newly opened ME/CFS clinic at the Stora Sköndal
Foundation: Lena Nilsson, Manager Neurological rehab clinic, and Ulla
Lindbom, Neurologist, Stora Sköndal.
Program in Gothenborg:
First three speakers and subjects: see Stockholm
Infections and autoimmunity with ME/CFS: Jonas Blomberg, Professor
Emeritus of the Klinisk virologi, Uppsala Universitet
Diagnostics and treatment of ME/CFS at the Gottfries Clinic: Olof
Zachrisson
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IMEC 11

.

The eleventh Invest in ME-conference in
Westminster, London,UK will be on Friday,
June 3, 2016
The BRMEC Colloquium,
a two-day
research meeting prior to the conference,
will be on 1st & 2nd June 2016
Info and possible ways and means to help:
http://www.investinme.eu/IIMEC11-news-0801.shtml

The 4DVD conference-video of all presentations of the 10th international
conference
on
May
29,
2015
can
be
ordered
here:
http://www.investinme.eu/IIMEC10-DVD-Order.shtml
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Dutch ME conference
Saturday September 26, 2015

Biomedical research and treatment
The ME/cfs association of the Netherlands holds a conference in Amsterdam to
celebrate its 10th anniversary on Saturday September 26th. The conference is
intended for physicians and specialists, medical students/PhD students, patients
and interested. Info (Dutch): http://bit.ly/1DSv1wM
A number of known national and international speakers in the ME field will give a
lecture this day:
Prof. Dr. Frans C. Visser: ME, POTS, orthostatic intolerance and pain (in
Dutch)
Dr. Nigel Speight: Paediatric ME/CFS and The challenge posed by the Very
Severe Case
Dr. Byron Hyde: Biomarkers & possible treatments of ME
Christine Tobback: The role of multiple food sensitivities in ME and
fibromyalgia (in Dutch)
Dr. A. Uyttersprot: Diagnosis (in Dutch)
Dr. Neil Harrison: Immune-Brain communication: Relevance to
Inflammation induced Fatigue
Prof. Dr Frans Visser: Cardiologist, Cardiovascular Care Foundation,
Amsterdam. Study medicine at the University of Leiden and the study for
cardiologist in the VUMC. Cardiologist and Professor by special appointment in the
VUMS and ad interim tutor of the A training of cardiologists in the VUMC. Working
in the Independent Treatment Centre Foundation Cardio Care in the Parkstad
Clinic in Amsterdam since 2008.
Dr Nigel Speight: Paediatrician, The University Hospital of North Durham, United
Kingdom. Expert on the ME/cfs field in children. Medical advisor at The ME
Association. Member of the international expert panel about ME, co-author
International Consensus Criteria and Primer for ME.
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Dr Byron Hyde: Chemist, physician and researcher, Ottawa, Canada. Senior
Fellow of the Canadian Royal College. Founder of the Nightingale Research
Foundation, which specializes in ME.
Christine Tobback: Nutritionist, Himmunitas, Brussels, Belgium. As a
nutritionist she coaches among others patients with chronic fatigue and
fibromyalgia in the health centre Himmunitas and in various centres abroad. Was
also working for the first (football)team of R.S.C. Anderlecht.
Dr A. Uyttersprot: Neuropsychiatrist, Vilvoorde and Meise, Belgium. Studied
medicine at the RUG Gent and studied to neurologist and neurophysiolologist at
the Academic Hospital Leiden and specialised further in psychiatry at the
University Hospital Ghent and institution psychiatry at the Psychiatric Institute
Sancta Maria. Works as neuropsychiatrist specialized in ME/cfs in the CFS-centre
AZ Jan Portaels in Vilvoorde and in a private clinic in the Atlas clinic in Meise.
Dr Neil Harrison: Neuropsychiatrist, Brightono and Sussex Medical School,
United Kingdom. Specialized in psycho-neuro-immunology. Researching on
infections, inflammations, psychiatric and immunology and investigating the
neurobiological basis of among others autism.
More information about the conference can be found on http://www.mecongres.nl
Mail to: congres@me-cvsvereniging.nl
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Patient Appreciation Tea
Simmaron Research is hosting a Patient Appreciation Tea on August 22, 2015 in
Incline Village, Nevada. If you are in the vicinity, we would love to thank you
for your support and update you on our research progress. If you are not in the
area, we will post some of the presentation on our website and Facebook in the
days following the event so everyone can participate. You power Simmaron's
results.
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16. Connecting You To M.E.
Leonard A. Jason, Ph.D. DePaul University - Chicago, USA
“The future of the field is in connecting the many patient and
scientific groups into one larger body that is united for change.
Any events that bring people together across countries and
organizations should be promoted.

The message is simple, we have more impact with numbers, and when we
flex our collective muscles, then we become a movement like the civil
rights, women’s and disability revolutions of the 60s, 70s and 80s.

The HIV/AIDS groups changed policy throughout the world, but they did it by
keeping their focus on critical issues and demanding change, and although the
voices in that movement were also divided, for a few things like increased funding
and provision of services, they were all together.”
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